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The present report is comprised of four volumes: 
Volume f Sensitivity Analysis 
Volume 11 Experiment Require meats 
Volwrw? 111 Unmanned Spacecraft Design 
VOlu2ne IV Summary 
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APPENDIXA A-1 
The present report ranrains a description of unmanned spacecraft designed 
to evaluate the Martian and Cismartian environments in preparation for sub- 
requent manned Mars landing missions. 
bus (or flyby) Systems, entry capsules and survivable landers, In addition, 
a high resolution photo mapper package ie defined. Payloads were selected 
on the basis of detaiied requirements analyses reported in Volumes I and II 
of the present report (8ee Foreword). 
The design concepts include orbiter/  
The evaluation of thr Martian environment requires monitoring of the 
interplanetary fields and particles, measurement of the atmoephere of MarB, 
measurement of the siltface properties in potential landing sites, and requires 
a. capability t o  perform general mapping augmented by detailed photo analysis 
a v e r  areas of interest on the surface f the photo reconaissanct can be 
augmented with TV based on lander systems). 
plue orbiter photo mappers of high reeolution fo r  evaluation of the Mars 
environment . 
Hence, a lander is mandatory 
Prcliminarydesigns indicate that an orbiter bus weighs approximately 1850 
pounds, a survivable lander 700 pounds, and a photo mapper package for use 
a5oard an orbiter approximately 400 pounds. 
are included o r  can be eiipported on the bus/orbiter, and 56 pounds on the 
landere; the  BC scientific payloads include all priority experiments &E deEined 
during p r i o r  phases of the study. 
Eighty pounds of experiments 
Preliminary designs indicate that a highly effective spacecraft system can 
be launched by an Atlar Centaur plus kick stage booster. 
this launch ryrtem to inject an orbiter plus lander plus high resolution mapper 
packager in 1971 and 1973; however, in 1975 the payload capability is sufficient 
to launch M orbiter only, with intermediate resolution mapper capability, 
Saturn 113 Centaur, can launch the orbiter-mapper plus lander in all years and 
may be required in  1975 depending upon the results of the ear l ier  missions. 
It is possible using 
The 
The orbiter bus design selected for use with the Atlas Centaur plus kick 
stage boost erstem uses an Earth pointing mode with body fixed astenns. and 
solar arrays,  the latter having somewhat reduced output because of the 
orientation mode throughoxt the duration of the mission. 
capability of 4,000 bits per second is available in the orbiter bus system with 
a lO-wa# transmitter and a 9 - f O O t  diameter antenna 
sy&m was used to place tfie spacecraft in a 2,000 by 20,000 km orbit about 
Mars, which was selected to give a 50-year lifetime, based on noncontamina- 
tion constraints. 
were used. 
were not available in adequate quantities for the orbiter/bus power system; the 
use Of solar cells was indicated for this reason. 
bus system is 1850 pounds including retro for the orbiting maneuver. 
Approximately 80 pounds of experiments are  supported by the orbiter/bus 
system. 
A commnicst ion 
A solid re t ro  propulsion 
A monopropellant midcourse and thrust vector control system 
It was found that the radioigotope thermal electric power generators 
The total weight of the orbiter 
The lander, which was designed for the Model 3 (10 millibar) atmosphere, 
uses an Apollo-shaped shield, two parachutes (a supersonic and subsonic unit), 
and is designed for impact and lateral velocities of 50 f p s ,  with 100 earth g's 
impact. Selective elements within the lander system may require additional 
shock attenuation. 
wfthout the use of elaborate sensing equipment and velocity removable 
techniques. 
sequent tumbling. 
by the lander, with data being relayed back to  the orbiter by a 200 mc 
communication subsystem. 
during subsonic descent rhrough the atmosphere, and for photoanalysis of 
the surrounding areas after touchdown and qubsequent activation of the lander 
system. 
tape recorder for subsequent transmission t o  the orbiter spacecraft. 
It was found that the drift velocities cannot be removed 
The lander is czpabie of self-righting after touchdown and sub- 
Approximately 55 pounds of experiments are supported 
A television system is incorporated for mapping 
The television pictures acquired during descent a r e  stored on a 
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2, INTRODUCTION 
The present report contains a description of anmanned spacecraft 
systems designed to evaluate the Martian and Cismartian environments in 
preparation for subsequent manned Mars landing missions. 
conceptr include orbiter/bus (or flyby) eyetems, entry capsules and 
survivable landers. 
defined 
The design 
In addition a high resolution photo mapper package is 
Pr io r  pharee of the prerent study contract were devoted to analyzing 
the sensitivity of the manned Mars system to the Martian and Cismartian 
environment, and on the barrir of the reeults establishing priorities for the 
measurement of the environmental factors. The results of these foregoing 
analyses were presented in the form of experiment fists for each of the 
unmanned spacecraft systems, orbiter, entry capsule and landers. Within 
each experiment liet the priority experimentr 
the manned misrion rystems were indicated. 
of importance to the design of 
The individual experimentr were defined in sufficient detail so that an 
indication of the scientific payload weight for the unmanned systems could be 
determined. 
syatem would require a payload weight capability of approximately 80 pounds, 
18 poundr for a nonrurvivable entry caprule to probe the Mars atmosphere, 
and 56 pounds fo r  survivable landerr. 
spacecraft designr were evolved t o  acccrmplieh the required mission goals. 
The results indicated that the scientific payload for an orbiter 
On the basis of these results specific 
Having established specific apacecraft designs with the related sc'ientific 
payloadr, the launch capabilitier of reveral  boost systemr were examined to 
select the mort effective Earth boort rystem for each of the precursor space- 
craft. 
energy kick rtage, and the Saturn IB Centaur sys t em 
launch ryrtem ir the Atlar Centaur plur a high energy kick stage, which is 
capable of injecting an orbiter plur lander with a high resolution mapping 
telcrcope during the favorable mirsion opportunities of 1971 and 1973. 
The boort ryrtemr included Atlarr Centaur, Atlas Centaur with a high 
A highly useful 
In general, the ueefulneaa of a single lander mission seemed open t o  
question from the standpoint of landing site selection. 
measurements at a single point may not be representative of general con- 
Surface property 
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ditions within a proposed exploration area, and detailed television coverage 
of one landing site m a y  have limited applicability to other sites under 
consideratition. 
seemed reasonzbie. 
in "extrapolating" the data to a wider area; deployment of a miniature surface 
rover, properly instrumented to measure surface properties, also offer 
possibilities for extending the usefulness of a single lander system. 
these modes at best yield limited data, and it seems assured that heavy 
reliance will be placed on extensive mapping (general and detailed) f rom a 
Mars  orbiter photographer. 
high resolution telescope systems capable of achieving surface resolutions 
of a few feet. Based upon the results of coarse resolution mapping, also 
p r f o r m e d  f rom an orbiter,  selected areas on the surface of Mars could 
be selected for detailed high resolution reconaissance for landing site 
se le c t i on. 
Twa Amems of exerzpolatiing the data from one lander site 
F i rs t ,  the TV scan around the lander base would aid 
Hawever, 
This mapper spacecraft must be equipped with 
The unmanned spacecraft described herein can accomplish all priority 
experiments required for the necessary evaluation of the Martian and Cis- 
martian environment in preparation for the eventual manned landing mit3sions. 
Additional design studies should be carried out to  verify the usefulness of these 
types of spacecraft. for the mission goal5 considered herein. 
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A complete set of experiment programs for the measurement of Mars 
~ ~ ~ i ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  €actor& by umnmned precursor missions is aalyzed 
and described in Volume fz, A brief summary of these experi,ments is 
presented in this section in order to establish a continuity between the 
experiments and the resulting unmanned spacecraft designs. 
der to define and select the instruments or experiment packages 
which would be required, it was first  necessary to determine the inter- 
actions of environmental factorr and the effects due to uncertainties of 
these factors on the manned Mare rnission syetems. 
mission system deeign warr selected based upon a design study conducted 
~r~~~~~~~~ Pur the  ?USA Ames Research Center and utilizing the Mars 
orbiting rendrzvaue mode, analogorte eo that being pfanne$ f u r  the Apoilo 
lunar program, TBc design was e e t a b h h e d  for the opposition-class 
missions of approximately 14 month5 duration, and was capable of either 
aerodynamic or retro capture at Mare; chemical and nuclear propulsion 
Bysterna were considered, 
A reference manned 
f 
A numerical rating system warn used to aid in establishing priorities 
for  the measuremento of the Martian and Ciemartian environment factors. 
Each ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ @ ~ t a ~  factor warr rated in each UP the categories of design 
feaaibility, system weight, mireion operatione, and system development. 
The results of thiil Bnalyrie were urred t o  eetablish a list of priority 
experiment. dtBigned to rneaeute the environmental factors which are of 
major importance to  the manned Mare mission system, 
The variow mf88fGn moder coneidered for  the unmanned precureor 
o Flyby 
o Flyby plur caprule/lander 
o Orbiter 
o Orbiter plus eaprulellander 
flight, include the following: 
1 9  L. Sohn, ed. “Study of a Uanned Mars Landing and Return Mission ‘ I  
Contract NAS 2-1409 TRWISTL Report 8572-60ll-RU000, 24 March 1964. 
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For present purposes the direct lander systems were aot considered, 
although these may be advantageous when considered as one phase in a 
sequence of missions. 
The various mission options were reviewed to indicate the most effective 
means of accomplishing the experiment goals, 
of the high-priority experiments could be accomplished with fairly small 
experiment payloads, permitting many of the experiments to be accomplished 
with the Atias-based launch systems. Because of small payload weights many 
of the high-priority experiments could be repeated on many missions to Mars. 
For  example, measurements of the solar cosmic radiation environment a re  
repeated on a l l  missions to the plafLet, thus, building up the necessary 
volume of data t o  develop statisticdlPy rnemihgfu"1 models of the solar cosmic 
r adi at i on environment, 
It was noted that a majority 
The summary list of experiments is presented in Table 3.1 in the order 
of the priorities established on the sensitivity analysis of the manned Mars 
mission. The weights for 
each experiment a re  tabulated, and the accumulated payload weights obtained 
by summing the experiments in the order of their priorities. 
The egperiments are grouped by mission mode. 
It is possible to accommodate many of the high-priority experiments 
with a moderate total payload weight, such that it is possible t o  accomplish 
these experiments with an Atlas Agena o r  Atlas Centaur launch system. 
The Saturn IB launch system is required only for  heavy landers. 
priority experiments on the interplanetary bus/orbiter systems constitute 
a basic experiment package that probably can be incorporated on a l l  missions 
on Mars. 
The high- 
e 
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Table 3 . 1  Preliminary Scientific Payload List 
(Note: Experiment N u m b e r  refers to item in Table 3.4, Vol. E) 
Particlo Flux ( a g h  Energy) 
Particle F l y s t  
Ion Chamber 
Trapped Radiation Iktector 
Mag net h a t e r  
Meteorold 3Znvirim. i i i W i  
Micr m.et+ aroid Environ. 
TV 
IJV Specrrumttcr 
:moephere Exp. 
:R fiad:or.s+ter 
~ii Spectrometer 
*Mariner 
A ccolcr ornetat s 
Pressure,  Temp. 
Gas Composin'an 
TV 
Solat t a r m i r  Radlarior, 
Cell Growth 
Turb:dity Lr PH 
TV 
Mars  Spectrometer 
AnernomeiGr 
UV Detertcr: 
Surface 1 3 sation 
Surfrco i ropertier 
Sei amomettr 
Visible htanrfty 
X-Ray Ihffrsstometer 
Core L M i U  
BL'SIORBITER 
Experherit 
NO. Rating 
(Set Note) (1-31 
. 7  
3* 
1 
2 
3 
25 
!Z 
30 
31 
25 
4 
21 
I4 
16 
26 
27 
13 
20 
29 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
I 
1 
DESCENT CAPSULE 
LANDER 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3-3 
Weighi 
( 1bs 1 
10 
2. 5 
1.3 
4 
3 
f 
8 
17 
22 
3 
3 
29 
1.0 
0.5 
2.0 
15 
1. 3 
4 
4 
17 
6 
1 
0. 5 
1.5 
13 
8 
0. 5 
10 
30 
Weight 
Sumrnaticm 
(lbr ) 
10 
12.5 
13.8 
18 
23 
7Q -- 
36 
53 
75 
" 76 
6 1  
110 
1.0 
' 1.5 
3.5 
1B. 5 
1 . 3  
4 . 3  
8.3 
25.3 
3 1 .  3 
32. 3 
32.8 
34.3 
47. 3 
5 5 . 3  
55.8 
65.6 
9 5 . 8  
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4. LAUNCH VEHICLE PERFORU4NCE 
4. i Transfer Trajectory - _ - _ ^ I  Characterietics 
Launch vehicle performance €or  one-way transfers between Earth and 
Mars were determined as  a function of launch date for  the years 1971, 1973 
and 1975. The launch Constraints included were: 30-day launch opportunity, 
minimum daily launch window of 30 minutes, and launch azimuths of 90° to  
ll4* from ETR 
Reference 4.1 presents the characterist ics of ballistic interplanetary 
trajectories t o  Mars for the launch dates considered. 
used consists of (1) an escape hyperbola near Earth; (2) heliocentric tranefer 
to Mars; and (3) t e rmha l  hyperbolic motion near Mars. Transfer trajectory 
characteristics based on this model are given in Figures 4.1 to 4. 3. 
The analytical model 
The method utilized w a s  to minimize the injection velocity (maximize 
launch vehicle payload capability) required for  the transfer trajectory, 
observing the three launch constraints previously mentioned. The flight 
time and the asymptotic speed with respect to &rs are then determined. 
It should be noted that while thie analysis maximizes launch vehicle payload 
capability, terminal conditione for Mars orbiters might dictate slightly 
different launch dates, particularly for the unfavorable years of 1973 and 
1975. 
difficult t o  accommodate without increasing the eccentricity of the Mars 
parking orbit, 
For an orbiter mission in 1975, a 30-day launch hold is very 
The rrdnimum hyperbolic-excess injection velocity requirements were 
determined from Reference 4 , l  observing the conetraints on the declination 
of the geocentric asymptote ae determined from Reference 4. 2 to insure 
that a minimum daily launch window of 30 minutes is maintained. Once the 
4.1 V, C, Clarke, W. E. Bollman, R. Y. Roth, W. J. Scholey, 
"Design Parameters for Ballistic Interplanetary Trajectories,  Part I. 
One-way Transfers t o  Mars and Venus, " JPL Technical Report 
No. 32-77, 16 January 1963. 
16 April 1963. 
4. 2 R. L. Wolpcrt, I'Interplanetary Launch Windows, I '  9861. 5-199, 
4- 1 
~ ~ i ~ i m u r n  injection vefocities as a fmetion of la-mch date were determined, 
transfer times and fl 
determine& 
erbolie approach speed wiEh respect to  Mars were 
I 
I 
Figure 4.1 presents minimum hyperbolic-excess injection velocity, I 
transfer time, and hyperbolic qq=oach speed with respect to  h4ars as a 
function of launch date for the year 1971. 
V e l  
a 3  
A hyperbolic-excess injection 
0 feet per second would be required to 
S i d a r  dais are given in Figure 4 2  
29773 launch vpporkunity, 
Figure 4. 3 presents trajectory data for the year 1975. Due to geometrical 
rel;;tion~irips, the minimum hyperbolic-excess injection velocities cannot be 
o5tained within the launch constraints discussed. 
hypexbdic-excess injection velocity presented are for  the minimum 36s- 
minute launch window. 
mately 17,750 feet per second is required for the 30-day launch opportunity. 
This data is based upon Type I trajectories ( c 180Of. 
lower launch velocity requirements, however, Type I trajectories were used 
because of shorter night times and lower sensitivity to injection e r rors .  
4. 2 
~ o ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y ,  th  
A hyperbolic-excese injection velocity of approxi- 
Type LI trajectories have 
I 
Launch Vehicle Pqlaad Performance 
The payload capability for several launch vehicles has been determined 
for the hyperbolic excess velocity rerquirernezxts presented in  the above 
section for the latznch oppartunities of 1911, 1972 and 1 75, 
were assumed to depart from a 100 nmi parking orbit. 
a re  based on a 30-day launch period, a 30-minute launch delay, and include 
a 3 Bight performance reserve. 
Alf vehicles 
The payload values 
I , k stage added to  the Atlas Centaur vehicle ha8 the 
(the velocity increment was added impdeively, 
I 
~ 
I without gravity losses: 
4. 3 1 
4. 3 D. R, Pence, "HE Ixi Weight Comparisons, I' T R W  kkrnorandurn 
9862.7-285, 26 July 1965. 
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Figure 4.1 Tranefer Trajectory Character is t ics  (1971) 
4- 3 
Figure 4 . 2  Transfer Trajectory Characteristics (1  973) 
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Figure 4. 3 Transfer Trajectory Character 
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stics { 1975) 
st age w e  : ght 
P r ope i 1 arit -2Ce: gtt 
Specxfic IrnpU!Se 440 sec  
?26? ibs 
OiC4 !bs 
P r ope 11 act s H2 - F2 
The 'kick stage was not used in establishing the initla1 parking orbit. 
A laGnch vehicle payload stlmrnary is given below. 
Table 4. f Launch Vehicle Payloads (li3sf 
BcosZer :975 - 1973 -1971 -
Atlas  - Centalir 1.k-0 '1200 560 
At las  S L V  jkdvnf - CentaGr 2250 1700 $10 
Atlas- Cer-taur-Kick Stage 3650 3200 2550 (2080)*  
SIB- Ceztaur 9400 8600 6600 
I *Lac,r_cfi da?es shifted to maximize weight in Mars orbit  (26 dzy lau-ich window) 
I? i971 azd 1971, very w a r t y  maximum payload Is placed in Mars orl;it 
by ms;mleing tae 1a;rni;h payload capability, In 1975, howeverp AMars 
arrival velocities become exorbinar,t under these conditions and it becomes 
necessary to sk-rft the launch window to  obtain more favorable arrival 
cond-itroxs. 
prop l s :_sn  requirements are reduced markedly 
K:ck Stage launch system, 
2 0 ,  080 km orbit  a b D . i t  Mars, wlth sEff;cient payload remaining t o  accommo- 
b a t e  a7 er_try c ;tpscc!- ( n ~ z s ~ r ~ v a 5 l e i .  
Lawxh payload performance is degraded as a result, but retro 
With an Atlas-Centaur- 
a nommai orbiter can be placed in  a 2,000 x 
A s.lmmary cf the payload c a ~ z b l l l t r e s  for the various launch 
oppGrtr;rltleti Ls given xn ,%cti5~- 7. 
4-6 
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ASY MMTOTIC ARRIVAL VELOCITY - 1 eo0 FPS 
Figure 4. 4 Velocity Required t o  Orbit Spacecraft 
at Mars 
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5.1  Summary of Configuration 
5.1.1 Solar Powered Configuration -_ 
v. 
The key functions which must be per formed by any spacecraf t  include those 
necessary to a s s u r e  that the entry -<ehicie a r r i v e s  at  M a r s  within a suitable 
eRtry  cor r idor .  
~'ek;c:e to t r ie  spart-cra: :  a x  ::.ex t c  ear?-?, 6 
possible wltk ii d i r e c t  e n t r y  vehic le  to  ear:k :;n~, 
gain antenna on the  entry vehicle  o r ,  al ternat-veiy,  data s ta rage  with post land- 
ing survival data transmission. ) T h e  second function i s  to perform imaging, 
i. e., mapping exper iments  in orbit ,  and the th i rd  i s  to perform other experi- 
ments in orbit. 
c o nf i gu r at ion. 
I 4  desirable  fuzc t ion  1s to  r e l a y  the  entry data from the entry 
1 3  zg i n;gr,er 5a~dw:dth than is 
and x:ti;out requiring a high 
Ylrithin these functional cons t ra in ts  Figure 5.1 shows a possible 
The basic ground rule that  has been used is that  the spacecraft should be 
versa t i le  in  the perf&:-; :s;'ci' of I t s  ni-ss iur , .  
ing forms: 
This  ver.sa:il;ty takes the follow- 
5-1 
5-2 
e 
m 
4) 
The entry vehicle sh~uld be deliverable to any spot on 
any approach trajectory, even ~~~~~~~~~ partial failure 
approach trajectories (i. e. second midcourse faifed). 
versatility should be available in the use of the imaging 
, e. pointing capability at any visible portion of M a r s  
int in  any orbit), 
maneuver capability is available to fire midcsurse or 
ny desired direction, 
The spacecraft should be able to  survive Martian eclipse (even 
though such an eclipse might not occur until after six months of 
orbital operations lor selected orbits). 
The entry vehicle should have the maximum convenient drag coefficient, 
coneistent with entry system weight. 
€or a given weight of ent ry  vehicle o r ,  conversely, a maximum weight of 
entry vehicle for a given corridor. This Zed to tfie selection of the 260-inch 
shroud for the Sarurn IB as opposed to  the alternate l54-lnch ahroud, and to 
positioning the entry vehicle. at the base of the shroud. Subsidiary ground 
rules are that the entry vehicle should be spin-stabilized and propelled by 
so l id  rocket far separation €+om the spacecraft, thus minimizing the number 
of ~ ~ ~ ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s  required in the entry vehicle. It 6s a f s u  fsseurned that the entry 
vehicle wil l  be !znded by a parachute  p iue  retros;, This latter ~~~~~t~~~ 
cannot, o f  course, be verif ied at the present  time but s e e m s  to lead to the 
simplest lander concept since it doe3 not require doppler lateral velocity 
sensors, o r  lander  rocket^ t o  control lateral velacity. 
i e  that the landing vehicle will be encloeed in a sterile container which will 
be opened late in the flight, thur leading to  the minimum contamination inter- 
face between spacecraft and lander and the maximum possibility of insuring 
adequate ate rilizat-ion. 
This allows a maximum entry corridor 
Another assumption 
5.3 
e The fargest solid dish f ii?-ft diameter) which cmdd be conveniently accommodated in this confqpration has been shown. 
sider liargar dishes which. can be rtnfolded or atherwxse erected; h?r'ever, 
consideration of strch dishes irzs Seen deferred to Case 2) fthe RIG powered 
version) where it appears tu be much m ~ r e  appropriate. Tfie dish is double 
gimbaled to allow eartb coverage when the vehicle is rolled from the nominal 
transit sun-6anopus orientation. 
gimbal the dish and single gimbal the 5mal-l imaging package than to single 
gimbal the dish and double gimbal the imaging package. 
of vehicle roll to allow the single girnbaled imaging package to  point a t  any 
visible spot on Mars, it was felt that a high gain relay link antenna between 
the spacecraft and &e landing vehicle co-dd also be incorporated 011 this 
It is possible to can- 
It was felt that it was easier to double 
Witb the capability 
pa c'mge . 
The coacept chosen has deployable solar panels but these panels a r e  not 
gimbaled. 
vehicle in some other direction but no concept has yet been generated which 
makes such an option appear more attractive. 
It is, af course, possible to gimbal the panels and point the 
It is assumed that the imaging subsystem represents one of the major 
experiments on the orbiting spacecraft and that much could be sacrificed in 
order to attain high resolution and adequate coverage for these subsystems. 
It is assumed that maging Iacler favoraSle illurnination angles and at  
varioas seasons i>f a s  much oi ,Mars as possible is desired, and it is also 
zisstlr=led thst, within this broad coverage, nested iugh resolution coverage 
I 
is also desired, wi th  the value of the mission being to a significant 
extent related to the resolution limit. 
and high resolution coverage led to the concept of two imaging packages. 
The f i rs t  is a versatile (single gimbal) imaging system having several 
telescopes operating in several wavelengths, giving both broad and 
moderate coverage (low and moderate resalutionf. 
consists of the largest telescope which can conveniently be mounted. 
of i t s  size, this large telescope is shown fixed as part of the spacecraft body 
and the angle between the telescope axis and the spacecraft body was chosen 
This combination of broad coverage 
The second package 
Because 
to proiide Euitabie suborbital illumination f u r  those regions i n  which the 
telescope could be pointed at the center of Mars, 
5-4 
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The question of whethe r  film or TV should b e  used has not been fully 
settle?, but it is currently contexxplated :hat the small imaging plckage w o d d  
use TV and that t h e  l a rge  t e l e s c o p e  might  u s e  film. 1f it turns out to  be ad- 
vantageous over TV. 
A rollable vehicle with a single gimbaled imaging package allows that 
package to look down toward the center of Mars at  almost any time in the orbit, 
and $he 2-girnbaled antenna gives earth coverage at any time. 
also allows the fixed telescope to look down when the illumination is favorable, 
i. e. , 45 degrees. 
reliability requirement for the antenna drive. 
given to failure modes and a lso  to possiibfe simpler systems. 
problem associated with $he c g  shif: due to t h e  m.ovable antenna. 
This concept 
The major  weakness of this design conce@ lies in the iii-liiie 
Further consideration must be 
There is a minor 
Accommodating all of the required systems within the shroud contour 
represents one of the major problems in the configuration design. 
of this is the competing desire  to measure several  i tems along the vehicle's center- 
line. 
separation propulsion, the midcourse and deboost fuel tanks, and the deboost 
engine allon-axis. 
which all  of these constraints can be met. 
constraints is t h e  requirement for the  i u e i  t a c k s  to be on axis; however, this 
is desirable &rid seems achievable, 
One aspect 
Thus it is desirable to have the landing vehicle, the landing vehicle 
The configuration showr represents, one of the ways in 
Probably the weakest of these 
T k e  e n t r y  \,ef..icle heat s k l e l d  shape :tias been s e l e c t e d  f r o m  the  type being 
studied by Langley. T h i s  shape has thc clr?vaztages 0: ilzgi? aerodynamic 
stability and high drag coefficient, but r equ i r e s  that the entry vehicle be 
mounted upside down on the spacecraft SO that the skirt can be in the region 
of maximum shroud diameter. A s  is discussed later,  this introduces an 
additional propulmion maneuver following eepar ation of the landing 
vehicle SO that it does not run into the spacecraft when the landing 
vehicle separation propulsion is fired. Further study needs to be 
given to  the necessity of this maximum diameter entry vehicle o r ,  
convereely, to  alternate shapes with high drag coeffieients. 
Actually, the shape chosen has about the highest d r a g  coer'ficiency 
achievable within the overall system constraints. 
the 
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Thermal control regresents another *Tajor aspec t  of cadigurat ion concept, 
fn particular, the entry vehicle is expected to be powered by radioisotope therm- 
onuclear gezerator s wkiciT;, because of their low efficiency, hzive an extre,mely 
high thermal output. 
vehicle in re lat ion to the spacecraft since then the RTG units radiate toward the 
Centaur instead of toward the spacecraft and minimize the transit thermal 
control problem 
midcourse and deboost engine located in the sun so that fuel freezing problems 
would be eliminated. 
This l eads  to another reason for inverting the entry 
Another thermal control aspect was the desire to have &e 
Lastly, the spacecraft body 1s so designed that the sides of the spacecraft 
are shielded from the SUI? ( a p  to 20-deg pointing error €ram the sun), giving 
a conv-e?-. i~r?t  r5gion on which to rnozznt electronic components. The large 
ula cor?,lr,uzGcate witf; the thermaily coxtraUea spacecraft bouy 
but W Q U ~ U  be st ructural ly  rsalated from the spacecraft and w o d d  have sub- 
sidiary ther,mal control heaters to keep its structure at a very uniform temp- 
erature. The louvers on the outside sides o€ the spacecraft would be used to 
keep the interior t e m p  The small mapping package 
has its own therm1 req ents which a r e  probebly more stringent than those 
associated with electronics: The package shown is cylindrical in shape, thus 
keeping the solar input to the package coostant independent of the package gimbal 
angie. l h i 5  iearure m a y  not actually be required but i s  shown io r  conservatism 
at the desired value. 
-- 
Structurally, t he  cornpression loads a r e  carried from t h e  top of the Centaur 
through the landing vehicle and thence to ?;he spacecraft, Tension loads, as- 
sociated w i t h  the Saturn 118 structure rebound at cutoff; are taken through the 
outer sterilization can up to the spacecraft. A separation joint is provided 
between the Centaur and the landing vehicle sterilization can as shown, and 
at the extreme diameter is a separatio 
be opened. It is currently 
can would be retained with the spacecraft 
location of most critical components and by the fact that the small mapping 
package is girnbaled at its cg. The orJy element which can cause a shift of 
the cg is the high gain antenna I which will reflect into an engine gimbal angle 
requirement. 
aflowing the a t e r i l i z a b n  can to 
the upper half of the sterilization 
C g  control is assured by the axial 
I) 
e 
e 
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Various possible locations for the high gain earth antenna haw been 
investigated and the one shown seems to give the maxim- diameter of 
antenna ; a d  a l so  allows a cor,venier.t stowage pGsitian. 
that the ante3lM would kave a monopulse feed, allowing the antenna to be 
servoed directly to earth from the rf signal. This capability would serve as 
a backup to gimbal angle sensors which would allow the antenna to be pointed 
at earth from a known spacecraft body attitude. 
It is contemplated 
Other features of the configuration, such as the locations of the cold gas 
d L L A L U U F  - U : ~ - - L I -  C U A l b A V 1  -*-*--I J - C O ,  :a+- r a n  -I-- +SD I re=.lily seen by an examination of 6-1, 
5.1. 2 RTG Pawered Configuration 
One af the main problems associated with Case 11 lay in the requirement 
For example, in the sample design the for rnulti7Ie girnbaled ~Ierrstfnts. 
antenna required two gimbals (with in-line reliability). The case we are now 
considering represents an attempt to find a simpler way of doing the mission 
to reduce the gimbaling requirements, 
&TC power for oolar power (which ie not feasible for the 1971 - 1975 missions, 
but may be feasible fox later missions). 
It is based upon the substitution of 
U s e  of RTG power removes the solar pointing constraint. This reduction 
significatitly simplifies the overall  configuration but !ea& to  additional tradeoffs 
in comparing the two cases. RTG power IS signihcantiy less efficient in te rms  
of watts p e r  pound than is so lar  pou’er, e y e 3  at Martian distances from the sun. 
This rne;i:is that ar, XTG p o w e r e d  s p a c e c r a f t  m u s t  have a greater antenna gain 
in order to achieve comparable data rates and overall pexfarmance. 
5 .  2 represents a possible RTG powered earth-oriented configuration. 
is taken of the TRW Sunflower dish development to  achieve a 36-ft diameter 
antenna ( a s  compared ta the 12-ft in  Case 1). This gives 9. 5 db more antenna 
gain and dzllows a commensurate reduction of transmitter power for the same 
data rate. 
for a eolar collector application by TRW Tapco. 
is quite p~366ibie even with  eurface dimensional accuracies higher than those 
required for an antenna application. 
Figure 
Advantage 
A 32-ft diameter antenna has  been made and deployment demonstrated 
Thus, an antenna of this size 
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Since the antenra is the dominant feature of t5is cordigetration, it w a s  
found necessary to change the spacecraft body concept f rom a comparatively 
srp-ai! compact Sody to a toroidal body whic3  surrourds the entry vehicle. 
Again, two separate imaging packages a re  used, a low resolution single 
gimbal package and a high resolution fixed package. 
pointing does not affect the operation of the gimbaled package but does result 
in  various illuminations of the surface at the time the high resolution tele- 
scope is looking directly down. However, an examination of typical orbits 
The m e  of earth 
shows that reasonable illuminations will be available for use by the high 
r e  solution telescope. 
In thie ccmfiguration antema receiving power becomes in-line in a 
reliability sense ir, Drde r  to  conveziently keep the  antenna rf axis pointed 
at earth. 
as a backup, i f  desired. it is felt, however, that the reliability of this mono- 
pulse scheme wil l  be acceptable through t h e  u s e  of redundancy. 
Of course, additional small  gimbzled sun sezsors could be used 
Again, the spacecraft is rolled to give the imaging packages their  
appropriate coverage. 
inetly mounted on top of the cassegranian element of the main antenna, as 
well as the cold gas attitude control jets. 
The midcourse and main deboost engine is conven- 
Thermal control considerations are  essentially the same as  for Caee 1) 
and the basic interstage and e n t r y  vehicle sterilization ccmtainer structures 
are retained. 
for thermal control; there is m o r e  than adequate mounting a rea  for all of the 
electronic camponenta. 
hence, the gimbal limits of the engine can be smaller, 
Louvers on the exterior of the t s ro ida l  spzcecraft body are used 
There a r e  no elements which shift the cg  as in Case l ) ,  
All  in all, a comparison between Caee I) and Case 2 )  rests upon the pro- 
curement of adequate numbers of RTG units and upon more detailed reliability/ 
performance analysea. The preliminary weight estimates given la ter  show the 
RTC powered spacecraft m be siightly heavier. 
It docs net appear that RTG units of the wattage required w i l l  be available 
within the next 10 years (in any  c a s e  the cost  of long half life isatape material 
is extremely expensive). 
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5. 2 System A~ljrsis  
L;il t he  c~ni igura t ions  discussed, a l a rge  lander is separated from t h e  
spacecraft bus at some time preceding Mars encouzter, and is directed on 
an impact course, 
through impact, and then uses its own propulsion system to enter an efliptical 
orbit about Mars. 
toward measurements made w 
well as extensive experimentation performed on the surface of Mats, 
The spacecraft bus tracks and monitors the lander 
The experimental objectives of the lander are directed 
descending through the atmosphere, as 
A 
rnajor e x p e r i r r r c r i i c l l  ubjeciive of tlTt orbiter is t~ rsiiiprcLeiiSiv2 Z Z ~  
ping coverage of the surface of the planet. 
The spectrum af logical: Mars missions and configurations includes other 
com-_birratior,s, e.  g. ~ flyby configurations, flyby faders, and orbiters with 
small landers o r  no landers. 
requirements which encompass those of the other configurations, So by 
concentrating on the orbiter-lander, we a r e  developing all the elements 
necessary to satisfy the requirements of the lesser missions, 
- -  
icfouiever, the orbiter with a large lander 'ras 
The major requirements of the orbiter-large lander configurations are: 
performance of all major subsystems for a period of 7 to 14 
months after injection; 
an attitude control subsystem which maintains cruise attitude 
during 7 to 8 months transit to Mass, stable commanded attittzde 
during the separation of the  larader and during the prrapdsive 
m z e u v e r s  oif midcourse cor rec t ion  ar,d deboost, and stable 
commanded attitude consistent with the requirements of high- 
resolution mapping operations; 
a communications subsystem capable of transmitting the large 
amounts of data obtained in a comprehensive mapping of M a r s  
over distances to earth af up to 400,000,000 kilometers; also 
capable of relaying data to a& €ram the lander; 
a space power subsystem and a thermal control sulSsystem which 
cope with levels of solar intensity which diminish to less than 
half the initial value during transit, and later, when in orbit 
about Mars, a r e  subject to  periodic interruptions by eclipse oi 
the sun by Mars; 
maintenance of the lander in a state of biological sterility, from 
before launch through transit and separation from the orbiter; 
5-10 
a 6 )  a guidance system which conducts the spacecraft to M a r e ,  places the lander on an impact trajectory which is in a corridor whose width is several h n d r e d  kilometers, and injects the spacecraft 
3us into a predetermined orbit  about Mars; -).et rhis  trajectory 
muat avoid at all  times even a remote passibility of unintentional 
entry into the Martian atmosphere by unsterile components; and 
a complement of spacecraft and lander experiments which perform 
their function after a 7 to 9 month transit period. 
7) 
The above requirements axe thoee of the spacecraft bu3 and mission opera- 
tions. 
conditions: 
1) 
2) 
3 )  
4) 
5) 
The subsystems of the lander are subjected to the following environmental 
Sterilization of the entire lander, including soaking 
at temperature of135' C; 
,Maintenance of sterilization during transit by enclosure in a hermeticrlly- 
se ale d t oztaine r ; 
Acceleration level$ of the arder  of 5 0  g, and high thermal  inputs, 
during entry into *Maris' atmosphere; 
Laning impact of LOO g; and 
The low temperature and preesure environment of the Martian surface. 
5. 2.1 Mission Profile 
The sequence of the principal events associated with a M a r s  mission com- 
prised of a large lander and a spacecraf t  which i s  injected into orbit is 
as follows: 
The events occurring from iaunc'r. through transit irxlude these phases: 
Launch 
Separation irom launch vehicle 
Acquisition of attitude references and orientation 
Firs t  two midcouret corrections 
The tventrr eccuring near encounter with Mars a r e  detailed in Table 5.1 
and include there phiases: 
Terminal guidance sensing of Mare 
Terminal propulrpion correction maneuver 
Lander separation and propulsion; spacecraft separation propulsion 
Landaz entry 
Injection of rparcccraft into orbit 
The evems l iated for the encounter phases indicate a mission profile with 
a moderate degree of complexity; however, they serve to accommodate a 
number of mission conetrainte, some based on assumptians which may well 
prove less severe than presently asuumed, and others introduced because 
they are deemed desirable but not essential to the success of the mission. 
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a For exzmple, h is assumed that guidance si the s p x e c r a € t  in the appr3>actT . ”  
7-.F , h s e  c t, 12 ir is Szsei3 s ; l e iy  OIZ 3SiF lr&ck:Ilg> g 2rt,ee u ~ ~ L ; - ~ : ~ ~ ~ g e  ;,f 
the location of the trsjectary relative to Mars with required precision. This 
assumption is certairdy valid for narrow corridors (SO to 100 krn) associated 
with landers of high ballistic coefficient, w / C  4 (30 t o  40 Ib/ft ). However: 
with large diameter f a d e r s ,  W/CDA is typically 10 lblft , and the corridor 
may be as * 
the sequence o€ events provides for terminal sensing of Mars. and a correspond- 
ing propdsive carrection to refine the trajectory.  
2 
2 I>’ 
400 h, a30 that DSEF tracking may be adequate. However* 
it is d s o  asstrmed that the spacecraft must receive communication 
& -  +-T 
sat is iy  t h i s  ass=impist  it is zeressary to Jise propi:3s:or, t 3  slow cs;4.n ~ > e  spscfi.- 
crafr re1atis.e to t h e  lacder after separation, and to compress  the  tirr?e ava3able 
aiter lander impact for orieritation of tkr spacesraft preparatory to  exectrtion 
of its orbit-injecrion propuisi01~ These reqiiirer;lcnts ten”, tc C s m n f i r a t P  r----- - this 
phase of the mission sequence. 
to a backup mode of operation not essential (in itself) to the success of the 
mission, 
cessful  operation of lander subsystem~s) w i l l  survive impact, and may later 
be transmitted xo Ear th  either dxrectiy through rhe iander-Earth c ~ r ~ n x r ~ ~ a -  
tions system rsr by r e l a y  via the ~ r b i t i n g  spacecraft. 
Zhle :=der ( to re lay  it t~ 5:arth) i;ntil the l;i~zder impacts. To 
It should be recognized that they contribute 
For the data recorded by the lander during its entry (assuming sue- e 
fn C O X T E C Z X O ~  with the Terminal guidance sensing of Mars, the sequence of 
events presented in Table 5.1 is b a s e d  on sensing with an optical system 
employing a $-inch diameter aperture, P/4, and photographic film 
an optical. system presently under consideration as part of the complement 
This is  
package, Compared with the alternate system based on tele- 
the photographic system provides superior angular resolution 
of Mars against a star background, leading to an ear l ier  assessment of the 
trajectory accuracy. It is estimated that the photographic system will  allow 
trajectory assessmen8 to 200 krn accuracy- (one sigma) to b e  completed when 
still more than 1,500,DOI km from Mars. This allows adequate time to con- 
duct a corrective propulsion maneuver, and to perform the iantier s e p r a t i e n  
sufficiently in advance of encounter to avoid propellant weight penalties. With 
5-16 
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alternate optical sysxtrns of irderior resolution, zssessment of trajectory 
3ccxiracy: 2 ~ 3 p s ~ s : v e  tra-jectctry cDrrec t izc ,  ;.zd sepzratior, are  all delayed, 
leading to higher A - J ' s  and 'nigher prspeilant welghts .  
worth corisidering the rdvantage of designing a sensing subsystem for the sole 
function of terminal (approach) guidance, without reference t o  i ts  qualities in 
a surface mapping function, 
5, 2.2 
. -  
At ssme point, it is 
P r e li minar y w e stirnate s we re  prepared for the two configurations. 
Summary weight statements far these three configurations are presented on 
Table 5. 2 assuming entry into a circular M a r s  orbit  (2000 kin altitude) and 
sssurning rcdunbiizey in the -,ewer, propulsion, and communication systems. 
Summary %&-eight statements fsr l i g h t e r  o r h i t e r  cttzirg-urations are presented on 
Table 5. 7 assumir,g e n t r y  into ;in a l lp t i ca l  arSit at M a r s  (2000 k m  by 20,000 krn) 
and eliminating the 5iattery redundancy assumed for Table 5. 2. 
Lander - A Ldrrder weight of 4000 po.iir,ds was asslrrned for the orSiters. 
''BUS" Structure - The structure weights have the following assumptions: 
The equipment compartment outer ehell is designed by meteoroid protection re- 
quirements aaeuming- 98% probability of na penetrations for a 270-day mission 
Equipment mounts are :O% of the equipment  weight and the telescope mount weight 
is 5% of the telescope weight. 
estimated b a w d  on the weight of the components requiring pcwer and electrical 
connection. 
oriented to the sun. 
300 watt#, rerpectivsfy. The batteriea, battery charger and load conditioning 
equipment include redundancy, 
The solar ar ray  wtights are based  on the  entire spacecraft being 
The total power assumed for the configurations is 500 and 
h b O 0 6 t  and Midcourse Correction Propulsion Systems - Weights for these 
Iryatemr were derived €rum empirical data. 
arc  1iMtcd below. 
Ground rules for each configuration 
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Table 5. 2 Weight S ~ m m a r y  1M.a.r~ Missions 
e2000 krn Circular Orbit)  
C ~ d i p ~ a t i o n  
Solar -
Structure 4 69 
Thermal Control 64 
C onrmUnic ati oris 94 
Power and Integration 739 
Central Computer and Sequencer 36 
Deboast and Midcourse Correction Propulsion 435  
System ( I n e r t )  
Attitude Control System 
Telescope 
F x p  rim-ent s 
Contingency { t. 0%) 
Weight of Orbiter 
*Deboost Propellants 
jyeisht of Orbiter Prior to Deboost 
b n d e r  
$eight of Spacecraft at End oi Midcourse 
Car re ct ion 
;Midcourse Correction Propellants 
Spacecrdt Gross Weight 
14 3 
400 
- ? R 3  --
266 
29 29 
3354 
5283 
4000 
i 0 , 2 8 3  
3 3 1  
-
-
10,614 
RTC -
452 
66 
352 
752 
36 
465 
143 
400 
283 
295 
3244 
3715 
5959 
4 1300 
1 0 , 9 5 9  
353 
11,312 
-
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, 
I ! a  
I 
Structure 
Thermal Control 
Communications 
I 
n _ _ - -  - z  t i -___ &:,, 
J7Uw'CS aJiU J i - l b C g i e L A U L L  
Central Computer and Sequencer 
Deboost and .Midcourse Ccrrectmn P r a p l s i o n  
A??;~;;de f o n t r s i  Sjstem 
Tel e 5 c ope 
Expe r i went s 
Contingency { ! 6%) 
i 
1 
System (Inert) 
1 
I 
Weight of Orbiter 
* De bo Q s t Pro pe 11 a nt s 
Neight of Orbiter Prior to Deboust 
I Lander 
C orLf ig u ration 
RTG -Solar -
469 452 
54 66 
94 3 52 
6 2 2  6B2 
3 4  36 
: 4 3  143 
400 
283 
24 i 
2647 
1670 
4317 
4000 
-
-
4 00 
2 83 
27 3 
3001 
1893 
4 894 
4000 
- 
-
8394 
Midcoussct Cor rc r t lon  Propel lants  268 2 87 
?;eight of Spacecraft at End of Midcocrse Correc tJan  8317 - -
9181 -8585 Spacecraft Gross ;;right -
*Inject into efiptical orbit ( L O O 0  KM x 20, 800 KM) approaching M a r s  at 
V w  = 3. 85 KMfSec. 
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Table 5 .4  Detailed Weight Statement 
(2,000 krn Circular Orbit) 
Configuratioz 
RTG 
Weight, Lbs. 
-Solar 
Item 
Structure 
-
Equipment Compartment 
Thrust Structure and Cylindrical Shell 
Mapping Package Mount 
Antenna Mount 
Thermal Control 
C ornmunic at ions 
{BusfEarth Equipment w/o Automatic Track) 
Receiver, Command (2) 
Decoder, Co.mrrar,d 
Digital Telemetry 
Modulator 
Baseband Assembly and Mode Selector 
Branch Line Coupler 
Power Amplifier, (2)  
Antenna  Subsystem 
Diplexer ( 2  each) 
Circulator (2 each) 
Antenna (Omni) 
Antenna (Directional) Including Feed 
Antenna Drive 
(Additional Equipment for Automatic Track) 
Receiver, Error Angle 
Sum and Diff. Hybrids 
Bandpass Filter 
Feed (Horn) 
*Includes 20 pounds for  RTG support structure 
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452 469 
368 368 
--
83 56s 
8 8 
10 20 
64 
93. 5 
(77.3) 
7.0 
3. 5 
5. 2 
1.4 
1. 0 
0. 3 
6. 2 
-
-
1. 6 
0. 8 
1.0 
42. 0 
7.3 
( 8 . 2 )  
2. 0 
I. 3 
. 3  
4. 6 
6 5  
351.5 
(335.3)  
7. 0 
3. 5 
5. 2 
1.4 
1. 0 
0. 3 
6. 2 
-
1. 6 
0. 8 
1. 0 
300. 0 
7.3 
( 8.2) 
2. 0 
1.3 
. 3  
4. 6 
5303-6015-TU000 
Table 5. 4 Detailed it-eight Stttement (Continued) 
Coniiguratior, 
Cammudcations (Cant 'd) 
(Bus /Lander Equipment) 
Receiver 
Transmitter 
Diplexer 
Antenna (Helix) 
,Power and Lritegration 
Solar Array 
RTC's (Snap 19)  
Battery 
Battery Charger 
Load Conditioning 
Source Control 
J- Box 
Cabling and Connectors 
Central  CornDuter and Secutnccr _ _  " 
Frog ramme z 
Go m put e r 
Power 
Mi s c c lkneou 3 
Solar -
Weight, 
( 3 * 0 )  
2. 0 
2. 5 
1, 1 
2.4 
7 3 6 . 5  
26G. 0 
- 
235,o 
33, 5 
109.0 
io. 0 
25. 0 
75,  0 
36 
7 
20 
4 
5 
-
Dtboort and/or Wdcourse Propuleion System (Inert) - 435  
400 
283 
Planet Oriented 238 
Fixed to Burs Structure 45 
Attitude Controt System 7 143 (1) 
Tefercopo -
Experimcntr -
( i )  Includes 35 ,  0 fbs. N2 
RTG -
Lbs. 
( 8 * 0 )  
2. 0 
2. 5 
1 .1  
2.4 
752.  I -
4 6 5 ' 0  
141, 0 
20, 1 
60. 0 
6. 0 
15.0 
45. 0 
36 -
c) 
f 
2 0  
4 
5 
465 -
- 143 (1) 
400 
283 
238 
45 
-
-
5-2f 
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Table 5 . 4  Detailed Weight Statement (Continued) 
Contingency (1 0%) 
WEIGHT OF BUS 
Debuost Propellants 
WEIGHT OF BUS PRIOR TO DEBOOST 
Lander 
iVEIGHT OF S P A G E C U F T  AT END OF 
MDCOURSE CORRECTION 
Midcourse Correction Propellants 
SPACECRAFT GROSS %-EIGHT 
Configuration 
RTG Solar 
295 266 
3 244 2929 
3354 3715 
--
--
--
6959 -62 83 
4000 * 4000 * 
-
10,283 I O ,  959 
331  3 5 3  
I O ,  614 11,312 
*Specified for recent NASA studies. 
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QV, Deboost ( f t / s e c )  7 2 1  8 7218 
,!,V, Midcourse Correc t ion  (fttsec) 300 300 
Type Propellants N 2 4  0 / (72-25)  NzH4 - MMH 
294 294 
I .  42 1.42 
-;:ISane system used for both midcourse correction and deboost. 
Attitude Control - Atr i tzde  control  weights  x e r e  e stirnated using Mariner 
The weights a& i i a red  include the complete system, i. e. , C weights as a gusde. 
the expended nitrogen as well  as the senear5 and other fixed weight. 
A contingency sf 10% of the orbi:er iriert weight is included t o  account for 
weight unce rt ai nt i e s du r ing space c raft develop me nt. 
5.3 Major Tradeoff Considerations and Key Technical Problems 
5.. 3 .1  Programming Lander Entry and Spacecraft Debooet 
The mission profile for the entry and encounter phases sf orbiter- 
lander configuration proposed is Sased r)c these  ground rules: 
T e r m i n d  guidazce se?;aizg is zeccsaary 13 achieve the accuracy 
required t s  place t he  iar.&er sn ;he e,n*zry c d r r i a G r ,  
The guidance and control si the iar.der a r e  est&b!ishEd by the sub- 
eyetens  of the spacecraft Leiore t k e  lander is separated f rom the 
8paCC?Craft, 
n by the lander during entry should be tranermi?%cd before 
impact, (30 that this information is not lost in the event of failure 
at impact. 
The lander has no high-gain antenna until after it has landed; therefore, 
ite transmission during this periDd must be d i r ec t ed  t o  the spacecraft. 
Lander entry is eifected by atmospheric b rak ing  based on the size of the 
rigid structure of the lander until its speed is reduced t o  Mach 2,  
thence by pa rachu te f s )  deployed. 
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The lander entry is to be successful €or any Martian atmosphere within 
the extremes of atmospheric Models {To 10 mb), 
The lander is separated from the spacecraft 3efore the spacecraft is 
deboosted into orbit. 
The spacecraft tracks the received data from the lander via a low gain 
antenna mounted on a mapping package and aimed open loop in an 
appropriak direction relative t o  the spacecraft. 
“he spacecraft should receive data from the lander through lander 
impact before it starts orientation for  the deboost propulsion. 
The spacecraft deboost is conducted for a duration of approximately 
14 minutes, centered about the point of closest approach to Mars. 
(This corres2onds to  using 1,700 lbs of propellant (I = 300 sec) at 
a thrust level of 600 13s to effect a DV of 1. 60 km/sec fo r  a space- 
craft of 2, 300 lbs  weight dry) 
SP 
The spacecraft maintains its normal cruise attitude, except as required 
for 1) separation of lander, 2) propulsion of the spacecraft after lander 
separation, and 3) deboost operation. 
Ground rules e) and f) lead to  a lander entry corridor width which varies from 
2 50 to 100 krn for  landers of high ballistic coefficient, W/CDA, (30 t o  40 lb/€t f to 
1,400 k m  for landers of low coefficient (10 lb/ft ). 
tolerable variations in the angle of entry into the atmosphere. 
corridor width depends on the cosine of the entry angle, small entry angles con- 
tribute little to corridor width. However, they contribute substantially to the 
range of entry time intervals {time from entry to  impact) which exist over the 
corridor width, because the time of descent increases rapidly as  the entry angle 
approaches grazing incidence. 
a design penalty, thus, it may be desirable to  disqualify from the effective 
corridor that portion arising from the smallest entry angles. 
2 The corridor width ar ises  f rom 
Because the 
Accommodating high entry time intervals imposes 
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a 
h e  t o  grridance accuracy limitations, we canaot expect t h e  lander to enter 
on a prescribed track, but rat3er i~ a cor r ido r  crf fir-ite w7;dth. The width 
= .  depends 33 :he 2cg2:ar reEi7i'_?t;63 226 ziggi:I-acy - IC;.;_ r a x  '=le a c h z t - v d  by 
on-board Mars sensor, on the  distance i r o n  tVars at which the  sensing is per- 
formed, and on the execution eyror of trajectory correction 2nd separation 
4V. Eecause the sensor accilracy and resolution :s rot unlimited, achieving 
any required guidance accuracy of corridcr entry depends on performing the 
seneing when the spacecraft is  within a certain maximum distance from Mars. 
To reduce the amount of fuel necessary to perform the separation and trajectory 
correction maneuvers, it is desirable to perform the terminal sensing when 
far from Mars. 
corridor as wide as possible. 
ceding paragraph. 
And to achieve this, it is desirable to keep the effective entry 
This objective is contrary to that of the pre- 
Ground rules d), hi..), i), arid j )  require the spacecraft to fire delayed 
relative to the lander { a s  it begins its entry) by a time i r terval  approximately 
equal to  the time necessary for spacecraft arientatisn before deboost plus 
the maximum permiseiblle lander entry time interval. 
delay time interval, the greater the maximum lander entry time interval 
which can be permitted, and the wider the effective corridor. 
when this delay time interval is greater ,  t h e  lander-spacecraft distance is 
greater ,  result ing i n  lower cornrriunication rate and in a greater propulsion 
requi rement  t o  achieve the :nereased s e p a r a t i m  d i s t a x e .  
The greater this 
But also, 
Gith regard to the separation velocities t o  be achieved by lander pro- 
pulsion and spacecraft propulsion, Figure 4 - 3  shows the vector relationship 
indicating the lateral and longitudinal components of the total separation AV, 
and which propulrrive impulaeis contribute to them. 
of these vclocitiee is 
The order of magnitude 
V (spacecraft) before separation 
Q v (spacecraft) 
I k V  (lander) 
2. 5 to 4. 0 km/sec 
50 to 300 rneters/sec 
20 to 120 rneters/sec 
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TOTAL ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ U N  AV 
LANDER RELATiVE T O  SPACECRAFT 
AV (IAMDER) 
VflANDER) 
AFTER SEPARATION AV(SPACECRAFT) 
VfSPACfCRkFT) AFTER SEPARATION 
TO SUN 
I + 
Figure 5. 3 Approach Velocities Relative to  Mars 
The total separation AV produces the different paths and time differences 
F c r t h e r  ar,aiysis m u s t  be -made t o  
i ~ t ~  that proi - ided  by the  s?zcecr& 
for lander entry and aLpacecraft excowitex-. 
ascertain the Q ~ ~ L T Z X  &i-;s:ar. :f r3Lis ,&J: 
and that provided by the lander, 
lander is ''wasted'', whereas the 4 V  provided by the lander is "useful'' in  that 
it reduces its velocity and reduces the propellant required €or deboost (although 
separation bV i s  not as efficient as deboost AV in  reducing spacecraft kinetic 
energy, a8 it occurs at a lower velocity). 
this tradeoff are: 
13 a sense, the SV prm-ided by the 
Other factors to be considered in 
o A s  Zander &V is increased, i ts  direction is m o r e  closely aligned 
with the V m  vector, leading to a lower angle of attack at  entry 
(favorable) and to higher absolute values of execution e r r o r ,  both 
in longitadinal and lateral ~ o m p ~ n e n t  fwifavorable). 
A s  spacecraft AXr 1s rebuced  :a a smzller p r i m n  of total LV tke 
direct ion from the spinning l a n d e r  to the spacecraft is m o r e  near- 
ly  along the lander centerline, Traking possible the use of a more 
directional lander antenna, This  improves the lander- spacecraft 
comunicatioln link 
o 
The decision between solar power and RTG power is  not simply a matter 
of watts per pound or watts per unit intercepted area. 
by making certain des ign derisions t sn t izgent  on the choice of spacecraft 
power, w e  have arrived a t  two systems w-??ci, d i f f e r  markedly  in  many more 
respects t .kn just tile rr,=de of pcwer  gert-rat:o,-.. 
decis:ons 5ave ai:'etred the  artittide con:ral s.i;bsys:er?,, :he cs-T--m;inication 
subsystem and the thermal control s ~ b s y s t e r n ,  a~ ~s,.ei!, a s  mdicated by the 
c onfigur at ion d r  awingr. 
To a certain extent, 
LY par t i cu la r ,  t h e s e  design 
Aside from purely design tradesfis,  it was determined that the availability 
of adequate amount. of plutonium precludes consideration of RTG power for 
the milrrions considered (to 1975). 
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5. 3.4 TV ‘is Film 
The choice of the imaging medium for the mapping coverage of h&rs is 
still t o  be made. 
seems feasible to have both TV and film on separate optical systems, or even 
sharing the same optical system. 
Compromise systems are  a possible choice also, as it 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5. 3. 5 
Factors which affect a comparison of TV and photographic film are: 
Achievable resolution, a s  affected by the light sensitivity (ASA 
rating) of the imaging media, 
Achievable resolution vs. smear due to relative motion of space- 
craft and planetary surface, and the consequent requirement for 
image motion compensation. 
Resolution expressed a s  the number of lines (or  picture elements) 
in a single frame or  exposure. 
The mechanization of data storage, processing and readout. 
Sensitivity to environment. In particular, the susceptibility of 
photographic film to the interplanetary radiation fields res t r ic ts  
film types which may be considered, and influences the design 
decision. 
The usual considerations of weight, size, required power, and 
reliability. 
Compatibility with methods of recocstructing surface coverage 
on Earth. 
Attitude Control in Orbit 
The optimum method of attitude control for the spacecraft in orbit has not 
For  Case 1 (solar power) w e  have assumed that been completely determined. 
the normal orientation of the spacecraft while orbiting Mars is to have the roll 
axis pointed at the Sun. 
a r e  controlled to values which vary during the orbit so as to keep the mapping 
package (boresight) axis aimed at the center of Mars. 
antenna has two gimbals so it is able to point at the Earth at all times. 
The roll attitude and mapping package gimbal angle 
The Earth-directed 
Two requirements to be satiefied by these procedures are:  
a} 
b) 
to have the mapping package axis aimed at the center of Mars, and 
to measure the direction (in celestial coordinates) f rom the space- 
craft  to &rs, or  at least to take sufficient data that this direction 
can be reconstructed later. 
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@e can accomplish a) by either open-loop or closed-loop methods. Closed- 
loop ,methods, ernplaying Mars horizon sensmg e l e r n e ~ t 5 ~  seem preferable, 
because this will  depend lese on h a w i n g  the  e2kerxeris ai the spacecraft$s 
orbit, and because it will contribute Borne information to  aid in aceo-mpiish- 
ing b). 
To accomplish b), there are two major alternate approaches. IrJ. the first 
The ephemeris of the space- of tbese, no on-board M a r s  sensing is required. 
craft’s orbit about Mare is determined entirely from DSZF tracking of the 
spacecraft. 
determination of five of the six elemects comprising the ephemer is ,  but 
the sixfh element (corresponding to angle of rotation of the entire orbital 
track about the Earth-,Mar 6 i ine) cannot be determined, and remains unresolved. 
Flowever, tkerc are two methods i o r  determining the sixth element. 
DSIF tracking of a spacecraft in orbit about Mars can lead to a 
S y  knowledge (obtained in tracking the spacecrart while In t ransi t  
to Mars) of the direction of the approacn Var vector , we can restr ic t  
possible resulting orbit planes to a family which is parallel to 
this vector. This serves to resolve the ambiguity of the sixth 
element of the orbit ephemeris, although the accuracy with which 
it does ao i r  degraded if the V 
Earth -Mare direction. 
By tracking the spacecraft in orbit for an extended period, the 
direction of the Earth-Mars line changes (due to a n n u l  motion). 
Therefore t h e  rotation axie about Which t he  ephemer i s  a,mbiguity 
exists changes. Assax ing  the  srSit i s  fixed, tF- is  change will 
enable r%?e a r&igu i ty  t o  be reso lved .  ire c:?ief 1 i - T i t a z i G n  of t%is 
method :E :hat znknown p e r ; u r h t i r s s  cf t k e  o r k t  xi?l a k a  aiiert 
the apparent orbit a s  tracked by DSIF, ar,d It wi;l be difficult t o  
separate the changes due to orbit per turbat ion from changes due to  
relative change i n  the pei t ion of the Earth. 
vector direction approaches the 
-. 
But if it is arsumed that DSW tracking wi l l  determine the ephemeris of the 
rpacecraft’r orbit about Mars, then the direction from the spacecraft t o  
Mare is known at all timer, and requirement b) is met. 
that for DSIF determination of the spacecraft orbit, at best a period of days 
o r  weeks cnlruea before the determination i s  refined to a satisfactory accuracy. 
Therefore, for part of the mierion, thie determination is satisfactory only for 
data reconstruction, and not for real rime commanded operations. 
It should be noted 
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In the second approach to measuring the direction from the spacecraft to 
&<ars, en-board corrrpone~te are rzsecf er?lrire!yp with na retcurse to DSE" 
tracking. 
craft orientation csnforme to some set  of fixed (nun-Martian) references. 
The pointing of the: mapping package a t  hkrs by a closed loop syrrtem employ- 
ing Mars horizon sensing elements then aecertains the direction of Mars 
relative to the spacecraft -+e. 
attitude and the relative direction of M a r s  requires 5 degrees of freedom, 
but the Case I )  design of a rigid spacecraft body and a single mapping pachge 
gimbal constitutes only 4 degrees of freedom, The added degree of freedom 
m a y  be supplied by one of thcee methodlp: 
In thie method, the attitude control system assures  that the epace- 
The problem is that to establish spacecraft 
Employing a Canopus (or other reference star) tracker which hae 
a gimbal enabling it to rr-aintain luck on the itar, regardlers of 
the rrpacecraft roll attitude, Measurement af this gimbal angle 
will  ertsblish the epacccraft attitude. 
require8 a Canopus senior which can "lookt' in any (roll)  direction 
relative t~ the spacecraft, 
problems, a8 centerline apace i r  at a premium 
approacherr m a y  solve thelre problems. 
The spocccraft attitude in roll  may be mearured by m e a m  of the 
gimbaled Earth-pointing antenna if the communication rubmyatem 
includcr a tracking loop which is closed through eonsing by the 
antenna feed of offretr in the direction of propagation of rf rignnlr 
from Earth tranrmitterr. (Although we hove now added the two 
gimbals of the antenna, the effective increase in the number of 
degrees of freedom i r  only one, because the fixed Sun-sprcecraft- 
Earth angle makes one gimbal redtzndrnt. ) 
For versatility, thin method 
This m a y  pose geometrical deoign 
But other 
The above discussion reviews possible method8 of attaining r p c e c r a f t  
attitude control while in orbit about h r r ,  In addition to the obvlour rearroai 
for attaining thin attitude control, it should be noted that the reqdremenntr of 
mapping the rurface of Mar., with probable particular intertrrt devoted to 
high resolution cov-engs af specific areaa, impom severe tequiremcnta on 
the ability to point the mapping package in  specific, predetermined directionr, 
and on the ability to know, for purporer of mapping coverage reconstruction, 
jus t  what part of Mura' rurfsce was photographed. 
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5.3.5 On-Board Computation 
An area of decision remains to be rr-ade concerriing the desirability of 
incorporati= on board the spacecraft a cowAp;ter capable OT more capability 
than relaying comm-ands, programming sequences of commanded events, and 
performing pre-programmed diagnoetic checks and corrective procedures in 
the event of some malfunction 
function6 must be accommodated, and in considerably greater degree of corn- 
pled* and debrif. than, say, in the present Mariner N hhrs probe, 
Ln any case, these p r o g r a m i n g  for "sequensing") 
But an additional computing capabiky can be considered, far such 
pilrposee as: 
o performing calculations (for example, the solution of spherical 
triangles) for interpreticg pointing and attitude instructions, 
o performing calculations f o r  'DiaBea aiming or scamng of Lbe 
mapping package, e. g., away from, the seater of Mars, and 
o on-board data reduction, interpretation, and compres sion, 
to conserve in the number of bits tranemitted to Earth. 
The advantages of the on-board computing capability are: 
o 
o 
With borne data proceaeing on the spacecraft, more efficient use 
i r  made of the available downlink communication data rate. 
With commanded &pactcraft attitude and pointing programs 
interpreted by an on-board computer, uplink data requirements 
and an-board data storage capacity m a y  both be reduced. 
Real-time opcrarionr ir, cozjjunceior, with the taikkig of data 
and more feasible, 
Xt eaves a time interval of 15 to 25 minutes round t r ip  communi- 
cotion time between M a r 6  and Earth where it replaces such an 
informrtlon loop. 
o 
(for txa*mpk, image m;;lriofi iUSli,_;ic=rrbaiiJr.) sLrs :-Zkikz s i r * $ e r  
o 
For some events, this is time well saved. 
The dirrrdvlxatrgalr are: 
o The reliability of on-board hardware ie reduced, u n l e s s  
redimtic failure- mode implementation is a B sur ed. 
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0 In event of failure of some component (not necessarily in the 
computer), the use of on-board data interpretation and processing 
makes more difficult the prwess of ?zcatlng the trouble and the 
reccrnstructing the raw data. 
It requires space, power and weight. 0 
5. 3. 7 Weights 
Since the weight tables of Section 5. 2.2 add up to a total which exceeds 
ility for all of these missions, it is obvious that a 
weight tradeoff must be made. In addition, the recommendations for a con- 
sistent redundancy policy to be formulated out of the reliability assessment 
will influence the weights of the various subsystems. 
The most likely resolution of the weight limitations during unfavorable 
years is to redrzce or eliminate the lander package. 
basic bus design will be altered from mission t o  mission. 
It is unlikely that the 
5. 3. 8 Reliability 
Projecting or extrapolating integrated circuit failure rates from past 
history to the 1969 - 1971 era makes the probability of mission succes 0.4 to 
0.5. 
shows prospects of raising the probability of mission success (still  excluding 
experiment performance) to  0. 7 or 0. 8. 
The use of redundancy in a few areas where it obviously makes sense 
5.4 Sd~sys tem Design (Spacecraft Bus) 
5.4.1 Gommmica9ionis 
Cammunication systems were considered for both configurations. The 
assumptions made for initial design considerations are  presented for  the 
solar powered orbiter. 
are considered. 
Subsequently, differences for the other configurations 
Solar Powered Orbikr - The **3usft makt communicate with the DSIF track- 
ing staRions OR earth and with the ''Lander. 
transmission to earth of the large quantities of Mars mapping data acquired 
by the orbiter, however, the t 'B~a'I  may a lso  be required as a backup system 
t o  relay relatively large quantities of "Lander" data to earth. 
The principal task will be the 
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The earth-bus link was assumed KO employ the DSIF t ransmit t ing u5th an 
85 foot antenna at a frecpency of 2115 m c  with a power  output af 100 kw. 
Recei2.t ~f comrslzds by an ami-direcxionai aztenna on the ':BUS'' is required 
since the high gain antenna Will not be  properly oriented during some portions 
of the mission. 
The '!Busft was assumed to transmit to the DSIF 210foot antenna at a 
frequency of 2295 mc. The data acquisition capability will be extremely high 
and consequently it was assumed that the bus -to-earth communication system 
0~-**1.-1 &%**a e 
craft weight and volume limitations. 
assumed to be available and the largest conventional antenna f 12 ft 
compatible with the soiar powered spacecraft configuration was epecified for 
this configuration. 
c = p c i t v  c c ~ d d  bp rc.1iahl.y achieved within the epace- I 0 L I Y U I U  s a y . .  
A 100 watt transmitter p o w  r output was 
dia. 1 
The "Lander" will. tranamit data tc the "Bus" during re-entry and landing. 
After Landing and orienting, the ''Landerit was assumed to transmit data 
directly to  earth with the "Busf! serving an a backup relay i f  required. For 
initial coneideratiions, a J'Landcr!q bit rate of 200 bits per second at a range 
of 2 x 10 km waa aroaamed. A 400 mc frequency was specified for this link 
einct  the noise tpmperature for eolid state receivers is near minimum at this 
Prequency and a reasonable "'Busf' antenna gain could be provided within ' B u s t T  
space li&tations. 
4 
The 2 t B ~ e "  also ~ e r v e e  as a backup re lay  far transmitting earth commands 
A bit rate of I PPS and a frequency of 370 mc were assum-ed to thc "Lander". 
fat t h i e  backup relay link. 
A block diagram for the rlBurt' communication system is shown on Figure 
5.4 urd the performance of the variour communication links is summarized 
OJI T a l 8  5,s 
ertimatcd weight and power requirement@ .
The compontntr arc  lfrted on Table 5 . 6  together with their  
The earth-bur link provider for a command data rate of 1 PPS with the 
"Bur" receiving on an omnf-directional antenna out to a range of about 2 .  5 x 10 3 k m  
While this will provide for conaidcrablc time after arrival at Mars, it may be 
desirable to continue operations a8 long as the spcecr2€t is alive which  could 
be at ranger of 4 x 10 
through the omni-directional antenna aince all the negative margins will nat 
8 k m  Some increase in  range should be obtainable 
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Table 5. 6. Pre lirninary Communication Puwer, Weight and Volume 
Breakdown for Solar Powered Spacecraft Bus (Orbiter) 
Vol  me Y 
U n i t  (watts f W s t  (in f 
Power Weight 
Bus /Earth Equipment W / O  Automatic Track 
Receiver, C o m m a n d  (2  each) 
Decoder, Command 
Digital Telemetry 
Modulator 
baseband Assy. & Mode Selector 
Branch Line Couprer 
Power Amplifier, (2 each) 
Antenna Subs ys  tern 
Diplexer ( 2  each) 
Circulator  (2 each) 
Antenna fomni) 
Antenna (Directional) 
Feed 
Dish - 12 ft. 
Antenna Drive 
TOTAL 
Additional Equipment for Automatic Track 
Receiver, Error Angle 
Sum & Diff. Hybrids 
Bandpas E Filter 
Feed [Horn) 
- 
TOTAL 
Bus /Lander EauiDment 
Receive r 
T Tans rnitte r 
Diplexe r 
Antenna (Helix) 
TOTAL 
2.6 7.0 216.0 
0.4 3 .5  113.0 
1.2 5.2 50.0 
1.5 I .  4 50.7 
.04 1.0 26.0 
-- 0 . 3  4.3 
256 { I  10.8 125.8 
only1 
-- 2.0 
-- 40.0 
IO (avg,) 7 .3  
28 (peak) 
0 .3  
1.2 
5 . 4  
- -  
-- 
5 . 5  
9 5 . 2  
1.0 
81.9 681.0 
2.0 54.0 
1 . 3  9.0 
. 3  11.9 
6 . 6  - 
910.2 74.0 
2.0 60.0 
2.5 5 6 . 0  
1.1 47.0 
2.4 
8.0 163.0 
*The total difference in weight for a self-tracking ?bystern would be 8.2  lbe 
because the 2 Ibs. far the single feed wuld b ddeted, 
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be additive, however, at extreme ranges, transmission to the spacecraft uill 
have to utilize the high gain antenna which w:ll probably have to be continually 
e a r t h  oriented €or extended range operations. Commznd bits are sent as 
0 
I 
I 
FSK with 140 eps and 240 cps tones representing the data, Synchronism is 
obtained by etarting a sync bit clock in the "BUS". 
coding for obtaining ranging information is accomodated within the command 
and telemetry links. 
reamplifier the PRN code after demodulation in the "Bus8' receiver and transmits 
it back to earth. 
Pseudo random noise (PRN) 
The r r B u ~ r r  contains a wideband turnaround channel which 
The bus-earth link is ahown on Figure 5 .4  with redundant 100 watt power 
amplifiers. 
to  t h e  Pioneer system, 
system  hap^ been built far the Pioaesr program. Bit rates of 4096 PPS may be 
achieved at distances exceeding the maximum earth-Mars separation distance. 
The 12 f ~ o t  highgain aZtt?llna ~.uet be earth oriented within relatively narrow 
limits. One means of achieving this which could serve as a primary or a 
backup mode ir to employ a self tracking antenna subsystem. 
eimuftaneour lobing system to achieve error signals as illustrated in Figure 
5. 5 has been considered to provide eeff-tracking €or the high gain antenna. 
A TRW %vabb1ef1 drive, is propoeed far  positioning the 12 foot I ' B u B ~ ~  antenna. 
The telemetry data ie placed on a square wave subcarr ier  similar 
A demodulator and Sit synchronizer for this type of 
The use of a 
0 
The "BuB" antenna employed to receive from and transmit to the "Lander" 
is a h e l i e d  antenna 9-1 / 2  in, in diameter a d  20 irk long with a €k t  grcund 
plane 28 in. in diameter. It is mounted on the instrument package, which looks 
at Mars 
RTG Powered Orbiter Solar Powered Flyby - Theae configurations differ 
from the solar powered orbiter configuration in the power amplifier power 
output md fa the htgh-gain antenna diameter. 
earth communication link for there configurations is summarized on Table 5.7. 
The w e  of I 36 foot antenna for the RTG powered orbiter results in a 
The characteristics of the bus - 
narrow beam width (about 0 . 8  degree at the 3 db points f . 
atudier OR 'gBurlf - antenna orientation have nut been carried out, i t  is believed 
that a 8eLf tracking anteria eubsyatem will provide adequate ''Bus" - antenna 
o rient at ion. 
While dynamic 
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FEED CQNFIGQRATION 
(FRQNT VIEW) 
i I A TRANSMITTER 
2 
REFERENCE 
- - - - .c-  
1 MIXERS 
REF. RECEIVER 
EL 1 A 2  
ANGLE ERROR R€CEIVER 
Figure 5- 5. Block Diagram - Self-Tracking Antenna 
Error Channels 
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Table 5.7.  313s to Earth Communication Link Performance For 
Spacecraft (Orbiter)  with ATG Power Supply and For 
Solar Powered Flyby Spacecraft 
Frequency, MC 
TraniPmitter Power, Watta 
Tram mitting Antenna 
Type 
Size,  Ft. 
Gain, db 
Pointing Accuracy Req., deg. 
Approx, Weight, Incl. Feed, lba.  
Receiving Antenna 
TYPe 
si2 t 
Gain, db 
Engr. - Inetr. 
T  el^ metry Input C apa city 
Exper. - Scientific 
Bit Rate st Ref, Range, PPS 
Range - 2 x D e r .  Bit Rate, k m  
Range - 112 Der. Bit Rate, k m  
Rmgt - I/4 Der, Bit Rate, km 
Data Perf, Mrrgia DB 
Perf. Margin Required 
R e i .  Range, irxt 
(Approx. Sum, of Neg. Toltrancee) 
S pac e c raft 
with RTG 
Power Suppry 
2 , 2 9 5  
20 
Sunflower 
C ass eg rain 
36 
4 5 . 5  
c . 3 5  
300 
Cas a eg rain 
210 ft (dia) 
61 
56 Analog 
64 Bi-level 
6 Digital 
2.30 x iG- “i 
Approx. 50,900 
- 
3.48 x l o 6  
4.92 x 10 8 
+ 6 . 8  
+ 6 . 5  
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The irritial design considerations are presented for the solar powered 
A block diagram for the solar powered bus power system is presented on 
Silver cadmium batteries were assumed since magnetic require- 
Solar power system 
Figure 5.8. 
ments may rule out the u s e  of nickel cadmium batteries. 
design parameters a re  summarized in Table 5. 9 and a weight estimate is 
presented on Table 5.10. 
charger and power conditioning equipment. 
Redundancy wae assumed for the batteries, battery 
RTG Powered r r B ~ s r t  (Orbiter) - The RTC considered were Snap 19 units 
and optimized units. Optimized unite could provide power system weights 
comparable with sola- systems, however, they may not be available. 
sequently the use  of Snap 19 units, which results in power system weights 
significantly higher than that for  solar powered syeterns, was assumed. 
Estimated power requirements for this configuration a re  shown on Table 5. 8. 
A block diagram for this configuration is presented on Figure 5. 9 and a weight 
estimate is summarized on Table 5.10, 
Con- 
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Powered s l B ~ s t l  (Orbiter). - The power system must provide a reliable 
source of power during the long t r ip  time to Mars and €or several months after 
a 
period was assumed which is 2 .26  hours when the orbit is in t,le s u n  - mars 
plane * 
Solar cell considerations led to the selection of N on P cells since the 
degradation of these cells from solar flares is significantly less than for P 
on N cells. Computations indicated that the degradation due to solar flares 
would be less than 5% aver a period of one year. 
e 
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Table 5 . 9  Solar System Design Parameters 
1. Solar Array Characte  rietics 
f E v d z z t e d  for 2300  k m  circaiar a r b i ~ )  
Distance from Sun, AU 1 . 3 8  1 . 5 4  1 . 6 7  
Solar intensity, mw/cm 2 7 3 . 5  59.0 50.1 
Subsolar temperature, *C 16 4 -2  
Terminator temperature, *C - I  to  -107 -13 to -107 -23 to -107 
2 
Sub9 oiar 5 . 2 3  4 .25 3 .62  
Solar array power output, wattelft 
T P rrninato r 5.60 4.50  3.74 
2. Solar array area and battery power requirements per 100 watts of con- 
ditioned power. 
100 Te 133 198 Te 
T P T + T  T A I  .& + 
* '=cEb s 8 
Where A = array area in square feet 
E.  = power conditioning efficiency for  load power (assumed = 0 . 7 5 )  
= power conditioning efficiency €or battery charge (aeeumed -- 0 .90)  
= battery charge efficiency (assumed = 75 for silver cad batteries) 
= ratio of occult time to time in Sun 
E 
E 
C 
=e'=e 
100 Te * = F. EbB 
Where B SE battery power required per orbi t ,  watt hours 
Te i e  the occult time per orbit 
I> $8 the depth of diecharge (assumed =. 8 for eccentric orbit 
2030 km x 20,000 k m  an& c 5 for 2000 km circular orbit} 
3. Solar Syrtem WeQlate 
Solar array - 1.13 lbrlft' 
Botterier - 16 watt hours per pound 
Battery charging equipment - 3.33  poundlr/100 watts 
Solar array control - 2 pouade/100 watte 
Load cbnditioning equipment - 10 pouade/100 watt8 
m 
0 > 
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5.4. 3 Propulsion 
The assumptions made for initial design considerations are presented 
far  the solar pawered PA BUS^'^ 
Solar Powered ri€3u.s1r (Orbiter) - The propulsion system must provide 
thrust  for midcourse maneuvers of the"Bus" - "Lander" configuration and 
thrust for de-boost for the r r B u ~ t r  configuration into M a r s  orbit. 
A single e 
a low thrust le 
the midcourse and de-boost maneuvers. The single storable liquid engine 
was selected over a storable liquid midcourse engine plus a solid de-boost 
engine since the solid arrangement was heavier and would not provide as 
much mission flexibility (off loading of fuel for payload for some missions). 
T h e  low thrust of 600 pounds was selected for initial considerations becauee 
propulsion system using storable liquid propellants and 
600 pounds was specified for the * g B ~ t '  to perform both 
a) it is sufficiently high so that a negligible effect on de-boost 
efficiency results 
propulsion system weight and engine dimensions decrease with 
decreasing t h m t  
structural weight (extended items) decreases with decreasing 
thrust 
the thrust level is compatible with reasonable ablative nozzle 
engine burning times {lo00 - 1500 seconds) 
a io-? thrust level is desirable for midcourse maneuvers. 
b) 
c )  
d) 
e) 
m 
The propellant selected for initial considerations was 75% N2H4 and 25% 
MMH as fuel and Nz04 as oxidizer. 
the freezing level of the fuel mixture to that of the oxidizer. 
propellant capacity selected for the initial considerations was to be sufficient 
to execute a midcourse correction bV of 300 ft/aecond with 8000 pound true- 
lander and to place a 4000 pound bus lese midcourse fuel into a 2000 k m  
circular orbit ( a V =  2.20 km/sec for impulsive maneuver) when approaching 
Mars with a L value of 3.05 km/sec.  This amounts to a UB able propellant 
capacity of approximately 2,270 pounds at a specific impulse of 294 seconds. 
The MMfl was added to the fuel to depress 
The arnount of 
5- 4-6 
A block diagram f a r  the preliminary propulsion system design is shown 
on Figure 5. fO, 
valves (both expiwive and engine sh'& cff). 
permit either fuel or oxidizer pressurization subB)TSiem to provide pressure 
to both tanks irs cbrae of a gross malfunction sf one of the prassurizaticm sub- 
eyotemr. 
Table 5. U, 
similar propufria UPfts. 
S e r i e ~  vaive assemblies are used for propeilant shut off 
A cross link is incorporated to 
The propulsion system characteristics are summarized in 
The weight estimate shown is baaed on empirical data €or 
RTS Powered f r B ~ s "  (Orbiter) - Assuming that the lander and bus weights 
for this configuration are approximaiely the same as those €or the solar 
powered bue 
tion. 
bue. 
the coneiderations given above are app1icabl.e to this canfigura- 
This system would utii ize t h e  same components as the solar powered 
The difference ir in the canfigurztion arrangement. 
5.4.4 Central Computer and Sequencer 
The computation and eequence operatiom ~ O T  the Mars miaeion have not 
been fully ertablirhd. f t  is porsibh that a programmer abne may be adequate 
with computations done on earth and transmitted to the spacecraft. 
conaideratiom, however, it b e  been assumed that  some computational capa- 
bility will be required on the spacecraft in view of the long times required fur 
tranemiseion of data between the earth and the spacecraft, and the desire to 
achieve flexible epacecrsft operatione, 
ae Burned to perform includer: 
For initial 
The functione which the GC & S is 
1) Receiving caanmmdr from the decoder, verifying the commands, and 
tranalation of the command6 into computational and programming 
rctivitier on board tht rpacecraft, 
lELcrcs€vSng tntormrtion from operational sensors and the translation 
of this information into proper houmekeeping and operating commands. 
Trmalating experirnentaf. and engineering data into telemetry format 
with earth control of the telemetry format and data transmission modes. 
Providing timing signals for controllling events and indexing data. 
Performing r~cu la f iona  for interpreting pointing and attitude instruc- 
tion~ for trajectory control o r  for aiming the mapping package. 
Performing malfunction detection and executing recovery routines. 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5 )  
6 )  e 
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Table 5'11, Propuleion System Ctiaracterietics, 
Solar Powered WUB If  
Total Engine Length 
Nozzle Diameter 
fro0 l b s ,  
75% N2H4, 25% MMH 
N2°4 
P. 413 
In!! H I  
40 
294 seconds 
22 70 
24 in. 
13.2 in. 
Approximate Tot& Propuirfcn System Weight (Dry) 32 5 lbr 
App toximatt Pow t r Be quire me nts 
Explosive vr lver  17). rrzornrrntrry S unpr at 28V each 
Solenoid v r l v e i  (2) engine operrtion 4 ampi at 28V each 
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It was assumed that the prime requisite for the mission was to achieve 
a “minimum success” type of mission. 
the design of extrem l y  reliable programmers and less reliable computers, 
the programmer would be designed to provide for mission success with reduced 
flexibility even i f  the computer failed. 
e r ro r s  and take pre-determined corrective actions. 
Thus since the state-of-the-art permits 
The programmer would detect spacecraft 
A preliminary estimate of the characteristics of a CC dr S with the capa- 
bilities described above, was prepared for initial design considerations. A 
preliminary block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 6-11. 
Command verification is required. One way to accomplish this is to receive 
command signals from earth and transmit these signals to earth for verification 
prior to execution. 
(abut  22 rxinutes at 2 x 10 
cation should be studied. 
of telemetry format and telemetry trans mission modes. 
However, since the two way transmission time is long 
8 km ), other means of ac’k&eving command verifi- 
The programmer would be receptive to earth control 
Timing signals  for timing, controlling events and for indexing data wil l  
6 Since accuracies of le58 than 1 part in 10 be generated by a master clock. 
should be adequate, no timing problems are anticipated. 
Magnetic circuits, which a re  extremely reliable, were assumed for the 
programmer, Integrated circuits were assumed for the computer since inte- 
grated circuits lend themselves to computer operation while magnetic circuits 
do not. Whi l e  reliability data on integm ted circuits are not available, the use 
of integrated circuits should result in M order of magnitude increase in relia- 
bility over the use of discrete circuits. 
A preliminary estimate of the CC It S weights, volumes, power ze quire- 
, and parts count ia given below: 
Approximate weights andvolume: 
Weight, lba. Volume, CU. in. 
Programmer 
C o mput e r 
Power Supply 
Mis cellaneous 
7 40 0 
€ 5-20 800 4 l  5 
Approximate power requirements: 
programmer operations only - 10 watts 
Short t e rm (with computer operations) - 40 watts 
Approximate parts count: 
Programmer - 4000 discrete parts 
Computer - 1000 discrete parts + 200 integrated circuits 
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2 - t -  k F % c  7 :  b . ; ~  str-actxrz subsysrem mc3udes the composite of load carrying 
F I ZJ t1;r.g ii:J t lxg p0;rTg GZ- s,rfaa,es f o r  ail s f t k e  other def;,fred 
iz,;bc)-stern com2ccents, i, e ,  power, p r o p ~ ~ l s t a n ,  ztrtitzde c o ~ t r o i ,  thermal 
; oqzr'o3, :nnmuricatSons and data, rnapplng package and other experiments. 
f+ i, also ~zciides the szpprjrting structure for the lander package together with 
x t s  sterilization contamer, the structural interstage supportrng the spacecraft 
arzd all aeparatioz devices for the bus and the lander. 
- -  
v a c t i y  d,& r m g  structural approaches between the two launched spacecraft 
were foilnwed F ~ I x I ~ T I . ~ ~ ~  because of the fact that one spacecraft uses solar 
p ~ ~ e r  a-d has a grrnbdled 12-ft diameter antenna while the other uses RTG 
~ G - A - E  3 a--d 2 3 5  a X K C  grrnbafled 36-fr diameter aztenzra which before drplay- 
-- aJil: ~ i f  
~ ~ - ~ - - ~ ~ i i d  i - - f . L *  off zhe lar,der vehzcie, wh;ch m s t  proszde load parhs t o  the Centaur 
s -T.PZV.-C d -?A a fzlded-p&ai cuzi-gl;ration. The former also is 5tructural.ifl-y 
u?;er stage. 
tF -.-e l a d e  r veXr:le. 
TEE latter emp loys  a supporting truss structure which bypasses 
5,4 ,  6 Tkermal Genkrol  
Tke spacecraft tkermal control system must contend with a wide variety of 
r3?o--mental faztors, 
s-,?iar f u . x  :o 40% cf i t s  
T3e primary external factor is the decrease of the 
af value c - z e r  ?he duration of the mission, The  space- 
._I d ~2 i ~--.*-r~-rne-.f IS z -ompr ; s~d  of n^ iar_y factors: the d:str;e1tzLc?ri axl 
-g < f  i ' t  + z.1. ~ c a - e ~ ,  !he e f f e c t s  of propu!sion engine firings, the 
*I :. ..x '_TI:--J e x x e ~ x 2 ?  elemects such  2s solar arrays or R T G  ur=,ts, the 
ri?--er?~;ers of t h e  spacecraft, t h e  presence of the lander, et:. 
t '  t face of thfs em-xrozment, the ge2erai electronic equipment must be 
0 0 e d  approximately between the limits of 20 F and 100 F. Special require- 
ments artJ iqoesed by b ries, engine prapel2&a, experimental sensors, 
ic 87. + p t e  m s ,  solar 
Szlar --- Friwered CcirLiguration - The overall thermal design selected is t o  
?:~~if 'he t-jrtrpmnt Ln a well 5nsulated enclosure wit): louver controlled radiating 
Piirfai_t= s ~ - k - c h  zrsr rnatiy face away from the sun. The mner surface of the 
y r-?.-e-ls * S E P  e as the n-n~~ir-ting pane: for the most of the eqaipment, 
w-tk the Farze! scrc-rng as a fin to distribute heat from the higher powered corn- 
p ~ ? e z ; L ~ .  Low powered components need not be well coupled to the radizting panels 
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The tu ta l  radiating area, which may be made up of several separate 
radiating surfaces, is sized for the maximum power conditron, inelding heat 
iw@s to the radiators from external elements such as solar arrays. The 
radiators could be located on the vertical sides, where they are partially 
blocked by the solar arrays,  or on the aft surface, where they are partially 
blocfited by the lander sterilization container. 
&add ba lwpt to a minimum BO as to minimize the surface area for he& loas 
tbrmzgh hmla t ion  anti minimize the need to  balance dissipated power anrong 
several compartments. 
0 
The number of bus camgartments 
RTG Powered Configuration - The general design criteria a re  the same as 
Even though essentially constant power is for the solar pawered configuration. 
available f rom the RTG eupply, there w i l l  probably be a need f u r  active radiatcr 
control (e. g. I by luuvers), partly because of local duty cycle operation and partly 
because of changing inputs from engine firings, attitude maneuvers, etc. The bus 
copfiguration using RTG units I employs radiators facing slightly sunward, but 
they are adequately shielded from the sup by the large antenna. 
compartments anurt be well isolated thermally from the hot RTG unite, 
The Optical System - The fixed telescope in the main compartment intro- 
duces stringent thermal requirements: temperature gradients in thk structure 
holding the optical elements m e t  be held to a low bvel ;  and temperature gradients 
in the opticdl elements must be minimized, especially non-symmetrical ones. 
These requirements lead to a design in which the entire optical system is well 
insulated frrrm space and from the bus by &tilayer radiation insubtion around 
the structure and by low conductance pa ths at the structural mounting points. 
Thermostatically controlled heaters may be w e d  along the structure to minimize 
Recently developed TRW "heat pipes" provide a possible 
mrMja! zzmill~. of"mrrking the structure'uniform, 
C O V ~ I I  the ope& to complete the fnda ioa  of the system, and is opened only 
a8 
be maintained by fixing its temperature such that the ( s d )  net heat flux is out- 
Ward, and making up the 106s by well distributed electrical heaters. 
The equipment 
. I  
structual gradienke. 
An irisulatcd thermal door + 
€or picture taking. The temperatare level of the optical system can 
The optical ilyrtem of the mapping p+ckage impoaes the same general require- 
mB&6 which cam be met by the same design approach as for the fixed telescope. 
The smaller si? afthe optics in the mapping package tends to  reduce the 8tverity 
of thrr problem. All iourcee of heat should. be kept out of the insulatqd region 
dQhS optical s y s t e m ,  BO any optical syrrtem electronics, other cxpiriments 
* t  
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or subsystem camponenes (e. g. I the attitude control system's Mars sensor) 
in the mapping pac-kage ,must be well  insulated from the aptical system, 
may be desirable to physically divide the mapping package into two packages, 
mechanically tied together, for this reason, 
It 
Other Thermal. Considerations - The solar  array,  in order to survive 
the potentially long eclipses at M a r s ,  must have a relatively low back surface 
emissivity to reduce rate of temperature decay in eclipse. This will increase 
the operating temperature and reduce power output near the earth. 
prq+giOTIL s y s t e m  ezgize be r&&ivdjv -&r& iZlssulzt,ed frc?** the 
spacecraft to minimize the heating of spacecraft Components during and short-  
ly after an engine firing. 
eliminated by geometrical arrangement o r  by use of an insulating shield on 
the irAp;nged surfaces. 
as t ha t  of cther engine components during the t ransi t  periods, will require 
ir-sxdation to minimize heat loss to space, with any heat Loss made up 
electrically. Alternatively, absorption of so la r  energy, even though time - 
varying, might be used to make up the heat loss since the engine is normaffy 
exposed to the sun. 
Heating by plume impingement can either be 
Cor i t ro l  of the  propellant temperature level, as well 
Experiments tend to have somewhat greater thermal problems than 
typical spacecraft electronic components because, ( I f  the experiment sensor 
is often relatively more temperature 6 ensitive, (2) certain experiments require 
open ports, and (3)  they a re  often located external to the main spacecraft 
compartments, thus reqxring their  awn thermal control system. This may 
be achieved by use of insulation, a fixed radiating a rea  and tk rmostatically- 
controlled heaters. 
Certain subsystem components, such as the M a r s  sensor in the mapping 
package, have characteristics similar to some experiments, as described 
above, and their  thermal treatment c a n  be similar. 
Gimbals, hinges, and moving cable bundles may have to be insulated and 
provided with make up heat to maintain them at suitable operating temperatures. 
Lander Interface - The lander is arranged in the sterilization container 
This witn the heat shield toward the bus and the lander RTG units facing aft. 
eases the heat removal problem for the lander (the aft half of the sterilization 
container radiates away the waste heat from the RTGs with an unobstructed 
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v iew.  of space) and at the s a m e  time minimizes the thermal effect of the 
lander on the bus ,  
and :=der i f  necessary. 
tainer will minimize any ckange in  the thermal envircnment due to lander  
ejection . 
5. 4.7 Attitude Control 
Additional ins~Aaatior, coald be  pravided bet,ween the bus 
Reterition ai the tog haif of t he  ster i r iLat im con- 
The Attitude Control Subsystem includes the reference sensors the 
comptzter and generating the control torques. 
the command inputs for maneuvers, 
The siecpencer wil l  provide 
The baeeline system requires tracking on the sun, on Canopus and 
The employing gyros for preserving the reference during maneuvers. 
spcorndary configuratian which would r p q u i r e  pointing at Earth probably will 
depend on tracking the transmission from Earth using a self tracking antema. 
An Earth senear for operating near t h e  Sun line would be an extremely d i f f i -  
cult development problem. 
Available sensors will provide accuracies of 0.1 degree. The OGO s u n  
seneor achieves this performance with a 
tracker developed by JPL is achieving this accuracy with a 4 O  x 1 lo field of 
view. It appeara practical to obtain 0.1 rnr precision by reducing the FOV 
tu about 1 Gyros arc capablr of 6 rar /hr .  
These worrld achieve 0.1 rnr for abaut 40 seconds or  so during maneuver. 
17O field of view. The Canopus 
0 (or using a two-stage siPnsor). 
The  baaelme system contemplateo a roll maneuver for taking pictures 
The syetrm can remain locked on the GUR, but a fixed Ganopus tracker 
would break lock. Two rchernee for controllizg t he  roll maneuver have 
been considered. One consists of tracking Mars with a pianet sensor and 
controlling roil to keep pointing at the: planet center, 
of u8kg the gyp08 to measure roll angle8 and operating with roll commands 
tranrmitted from earth and rtoxed in the aequencer. 
The other consists 
Obiervation of Mate might be accomplished by locking on the sun €or 
longitudinal orientation and by employing a Mars censor in the  articulated 
TV package to lock on Mars for roll control. 
for viewing M a r s  along the intersection of the orbit plane with Mars .  Other  
view angles could be achieved by programming off-set look angles for the 
Mars 8eneor (which may be simpler than providing an additiona3 degree of 
This  would nar mally provide 
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freedom for the entire articulated package), 
where t h e  axis of the articdated package is parallel to the Mars - sun line 
where gyros would be required to keep the articulated package on the proper 
side of the spacecraft-mars line. 
This would not work iri the region 
Depending on gyros to point at Mars will require low drift gyros and 
short observation times. 
this system by monitoring the position of the optical axis by some means 
Sllch 2-9 d d e  angle phntngrqhs of t h e  planet, horizon SCanXl€?rS, etc. 
It will be necessary to check the performance of 
In any event, relatively precise pointing is required in  order to permit 
mosaicing pictures together. 
axis must point at the selected spot on the surface within 10% of the FOV 
( 3 0 ,  then the curves of Figure 5.12 shows the angular precision required. 
These curves a re  based on the requirements that contiguous coverage (10% 
precision) is required in  each mode. It is obvious that  one must either use 
better gyros o r  provide for continuous tracking of Canopus in order to take 
advantage of a zoom lens with TV. Alternatively, one could provide for an 
additional degree of freedom on the articulated TV package. 
If one adopts the criterion that the optical 
0.0 1 Km resolution at 
2,000 Km, fixed focus 
70 mm film. 
1 
Angular 
f re cis ion 
0.1 m r  
i 
i 
0.1 K m  resolution at 
2,000 Km,  fixed focus 
300 Ip, T V  
0. I Km resolution dl 
altitude, zoom lens, 
300 lp ,  TV 
Figure 5.12. Angular  Resolution Requiremente 
The e r r o r  budget for maneuvers including allowable time (away from 
lock) has not yet been calculated, It may prove practical to monitor other 
s ta rs  seen by the Canczpus tracker during roll to correct gyro drift .  
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5.4 .8  Imaging Systems 
The baseline imaging eyatern has been selected to psavide t he  capability 
spectrophotometric measurements m e r  known regions of the 
surface and atmoephe re e 
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0 4 a*mizf: the probability of ~~~~~~~~ &gh resohtion (Order Of 
0, i)i am) coverage oi selected regions or" the planet surface. 
N S i d z e  the ~ r ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y  of obtaining data from scanning IR 
radi~metrt r, microwave radiometer, polarimeter, etc. 
e )  
Since the system is bandwidth limited, the problem of designing the 
imaging s comes one of providing the fiexibility to permit best 
bits. It is hat the definition of '"eat Usiriz # ?  
will change as time goes on. For example, on the first shot, overdl photo- 
TV coverage to provide some aerodidic control and to sort out regions of 
interest, togethe I: with spectrometric investigations of atmospheric composi- 
tion, will De most  important. On later Bights, analysis af specif ic  areas 
inclu&ng high resolutirpn photography, measurements of SpE c t r d  ~~~~~~~~t~~ 
pafarization of light, etc . ,  wi l l  be most important. 
indicate the need for some potentid for changing functions between missions. 
Tbds time wiil be very shurt, of the order of one year, so the flexibility 
must exist in the system from the beginning. 
5.4. 8, f Picture Taking Subsystem 
These arguments 
e 
The baseline configuration contains the elements to provide this flex- 
ibility. An articulated package low/intermediate resolution picture t&ng 
and IR and UV ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
m e t e r s  may d s o  be included. 
resolution ~ ~ o t u g r a ~ ~ ~ .  
A few small photometers or amlari- 
A large fixed package wi l l  provide high 
Articulated Package - The articuhted package for the b a s e b e  deeign 
is 18'* x 42" x 44"* weighs about 240 Ibs. and contains 
Three TV cameras with 38 mm dig optics of various focal lengthe 
which ypilt a 
One 3-way optical system 241t f/4 lens providing 
( 1 )  
eye 1 km resolutian or better, 
so on-axis FOV for 70 mrn film on TV with 0.1 krn resolution 
or better. 
( 2 )  Off-axis (approx. so) FOV for an IR speetrophatameter. 
( 3 )  ~ i f - a x i s  (approx. so) FOY for an uv spectrop~mtameter. 
Associated electronics and (for film version) developer and readout. 
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F-ked Telescope - The fixed telescope i~ approxirrately 28 in overall 
diameter and 60 in. long exclusive of film transport, deveXopaext and readout. 
The clear aperture is 24 in, a n d  ~ O G &  length 85 in. The total  weight including 
film ~ e c ~ ~ i s ~ s  i e  400 lb. T h i ~  system will achieve around 0, OF - 0. 005 km 
at 2,000 Eun altitirde over a 7-1/2 in. x 7-1/2 in. picture (5' FOV). 
a 
5.4.8.2 Stnaora 
Image motion compenration (IMC) may be required. 
each of two axes is achievable with the sexmor on JAPP. 
it may be simpler to compute the expected image motion and make an open- 
loop correction. 
It may not be required on the 0.1 k m  rerolution system at afi, and will o d y  be 
required On one axis i f  the epacecraft orientation and Articulated Package angle 
are prcperly chosen. 
10% of the value in 
On the other hand, 
IMC is not required on the TV eyeterns for f k m  reeolution 
In order to ecmqx~te V / h  fer u s e  in open-loop IMC# it will  be necessary 
t o  know V, h, aEd the angles between the orbit  and t h e  iine to the center of 
Mare. 
to know the direction of the optical axilr to within 0.1  mr or 30 in order to 
control TV coverage, 
dttermhi&hn of the orbit parameters {instantaneous spacecraft position 
and velocity re'lativa t o  Mare in the  EUa-CZkSQpUS coordinate system). 
Furthermore, as was mentioned in Section 5.4. 7, it wiU be necessary 
Theee factors impose atringent requirement8 on the 
It hae been 5tiown that all o rb i t&  parameters C M  be compzted except ri, the longitude of the ascending mode. 
terminal ~ m e u v e i i n g  it will be paesihfe to e s t a b l i s h  a position accuracy at 
l t aa t  ar good ar the lander entry corridor. If this i e  500 it appears 
that 
output data nay reault in rdinfng the data, However, due to the potential 
of error &e to gyro drift urd the cammudcation time lag,  it appears 
neccarrrygo mhasure the relative position of the planet center, or  to make 
merrurcrnrnt from which the location of the planet center can be calculated 
on earth. 
Ely obeerving the planet during 
can be inferred to M accuracy a€ f 2'. Continuous monitoring of the 
The porrrtbilit!ee for direct measurement are horizon scanners, total 
planet 8en~ors  (such a5 RES), and wide angle pictures show-ing enough of 
the planet d i s c  to permit determining the relative position a€ the planet 
sensor. 
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Horizon scanners which are presently available offer precision of 
about 0.25 degree,  or 5 miliiradians. Possible fiatEre development such 
a s  the TRW C02 horizon scanner appear capable of around 1 milliradian 
in  near earth orbit. 
may be possible. 
on having considerably more knowledge of Mars than is currently available. 
If similar conditions exist on Mars, 0.1 m r  precision 
However, successful application of this device depends 
Taking pictures with a wide-angle lens so as to include the entire planet 
ci isc in the Zieici of view appears capable oi pr~vidiiiig a p ~ e z i s i ~ i i  of 020-& 
1 milliradian. This accuracy is adequate for 1 k m  resolution TV o r  0.01 
krn resolution film, but not for 0.1 krn TV. 
Taking pictures in several small fields of view which include some of 
the limb and some s ta rs  is potentially capable of an accuracy of 0 .1  m r  o r  
better. 
planet reference measurement once an orbit is adequate. 
must be made for any position of the terminator, the accuracy will f a l l  off 
to about 1 mr (unless more complex optics can adjust for apar t ia l ly  - 
illuminated dis c. ) . 
Such a device will be most practical i f  it turns out that an accurate 
I f  measurements 
5.4. 8. 3 Frame Indexing and Matching 
It is assumed that an indexing accuracy of 10% of the width of the 
picture is adequate to provide assurance of contiguous coverage without 
axx&x avertap for straight picture nxaking. T h e  imqlizations of t k i s  as -  
sumption a re  summarized in  Figure 5.12. If  s tereo coverage is required, 
this precision might not be adequate, but the waste appears tolerable - even 
for stereo requirements. 
As the spacecraft orbits Mars ,  the relative orientation of the picture 
format changes with respect to the surface. 
will be required in the regions of high angular change. 
the pointing accuracy required, but w i l l  require additional pictures in 
these regions. An alternative technique is to refrain from taking pictures 
at these times, and obtain coverage on subsequent orbits. This la t ter  
technique is most attractive when film is used because the large field of 
view provided by film will render easier the job of properly relating the 
disconnected strips.  For an dl TV system, with frames 300 resolution 
elements on a side, the reconstruction will  be more difficult. 
Additional overlaps of pictures 
This will not reduce 
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With the possible exception of a scansing radiometer, the scientific 
data will be at euch low spatial resolution that indexing and matching w3.X 
more or 'lese amoeult to ~~~~~~~~~~ "LE caer 
in a half a frame width. 
anfiy in those parts of the orbit in which the s c a n  axis is more than 4 5  degrees 
from the ground track, and the  precision suitable for visible pictures wi l l  
of C P t i C d  axis -5th- 
ScanIling radiometer data dl l  ~ ~ u ~ a ~ ~ ~  be usefur 
be more than adequate far i d ~ ~ t i f ~ n ~  this data. 
5*4 ,%*  4 
....-vm.. +e,, CM be digitized and recurded az rei;ijz3td in P A ~ L L L U ~  &VI A I A  TY outptlr 
and ~~i~~~~~ an readat. ~ t ~ ~ ~ g ~  the rates of input bandwidth to output 
~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ h  wi l l  not be appreciably altered by the latter technique, t he  Upper 
€ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y  l imit  af the  recorded can be ~~~~~~ ~~~~y reduced (a factor of 
5 or eo]. ~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ s  of data kars been based on a 5 bi t  ~~~~~~~~~ level. 
~ ~ ~ h o d e  f reducing the number of bite per resolution element appear to 
offer eavingrc in telemetry capacity, but no ~ a n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v e  results are avail- 
able at prerent. Each TV picture will contain approximately 10' resolution 
element3 (5 x 10 bite if quantized). Space-qualified recorders with 1OOO:l 
input/output bandwidth ratio3 art available with a capacity of lo8 bits, or 
epacc fur 200 TV pictures, At I k m ground reeolvtion (300 knn x 300 km 
frame), thir provider enough storage for three TV carneraa for one orbit. 
At 2,000 bits lrec,  the ~~~~~~~~ eyotem can readout 10 bits in one orbit. 
(At ~~'~~~ ~~~~ ~~~ - 5 x 10 ~~~~~~~~~~~~ C~~~~~~~~~~~~ cantinuas photo- 
re r olutisn, 
r; 
5 
6 
6 
~a~~~ of tire ground wieh TV is not ~ r ~ c ~ ~ ~ a ~  s even at 1 krn ground 
Film output data can be readout at: B ispeed compatible with the telemetry 
&ita ra ta ,  No ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~  storage (except a one word buffe ) is required. 
In orlldftha, the cov0rp;gs provided by a 70 mm film frame (at 150 Zp/rnm 
reach&) w!d% rspxsrsnt 5 x 10 8 bite in one frame. This indicates the 
~ € & ~ t ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  of takin only B few pictures. It is thia reasoning which lead 
to the idea of a fixed releecope capable of taking a emdl  number of high 
re8dUth'l  @CtUrc%8, 
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In th i s  regard, the 7-112 in. frame size available in the 24 in. aperture 
t e l e s c o p e  is capzb:e fat 2 ,  002 km) sf 9.01 kI?l gr r t lnd  resolution. 
resolution, the capacity of one f r ame  is about 4 x l o 9  b i t s .  Providing 
the capability of reading out at 5. km as well as 0- 01 km will permit reduc- 
ing the "quick look1' capacity to about 4 x 10 bits which can be transmitted 
in one orbit for rapid interpretation. lnteresting areas can then be examined 
in greater detail. 
At this 
5 
5.  4. 9 SterilizatiQn 
Space c raft s t e r il i zat ion pro c e dur e s are di s c UB s ed n Appendix A. 
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6 .  ATLAS/CEKTATJR SPACECRAFT CONCEPTS 
The  spzcecraft d e s l p s  cmsidered is SectioE 5 retpired Saturn LB/Centaur 
: *  
launch systems becuase the heavy landers (4 ,000  lbs) increased the spacecraft 
weights t o  approximately 6 , 0 0 0  lbs  for 2,000 x 20, 000 k m  orbits abut  Mars. 
detailed studies of lander systems of this size have not been made, it appears that 
smaller landers may be adequate ta  obtain necessary "engineering" data for the 
manned Mar@ mi~lsions. A survivable lander is mandatory for the precursor 
missions, but gn elaborate surface "laboratory" is not essential for present purposes. 
While 
I 
I 
An attractive class of precursor spacecraft can be launched with Atlas/ 
Centaur vehicles, which appears adequate for an orbiter or flyby/lander mission 
in the favorable years.  
ficmtly m o r e  useful because an orbi ter  plus 1mder c a n  be launched i~ 1971 and 
1973, and an  orbiter plus small entry capsule (non-survivable) in 1975. 
availability of the high performance (H -F ) kick stage is uncertain at present; 
consideration should be given t o  use  of existirig stages for this purpose. 
An Atlas/Centaur plus kick stage (7,900 lbs) is si@- 
The 
2 2  
6.1 Assumptions 
It wae aseumed that a minimum-weight survivable lander capable of 
accornodating 50 lbs of experiments on the surface of Mars  was required, plus 
an orbiter with approximately BO Ib s at experiments, includkg a medium 
resoiution T V  system. 
experiment payload capacrty eotrld be Iznmched with t he  Atlas/  Centaur plus kick 
stage in 1971 and 1973; an orbiter plus small entry c a p d e  could be accomodat- 
ed in 1975. A acisnce payload af this magnitude can  accomplish all high-priority 
experiments stipulated for the precursor missions, although photo mapping from 
the 2,000 x 20,000 km orbit can  be accomplished with marginal resolution only. 
h alternate m d e  $6 to replace the 700-1 b lander with a high resolution map- 
ping package (Mar a Orbite r Photographer ), 
It was found that a spacecraft a€ the above scientific 
The ground rule!@ and a B r u m p t i a n a  for the deeign of the Atlas/Centaur 
claer launch eyrtems B L X ~  given as followe: 
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3it Rate 
T ran smitt er 
Power Source 
Antenna 
Frequency 
C-;n-cn W -4 *l.+ 
Y b L I - A L b b  1' bL&1.L 
Stabilization & Control 
Life Time After Lander 
h p a c t  on Mars  
Separation 
Orbiter 
3 000 bitsf sec 
l o w a t t s  
Battery &Solax Ar rayw 
Omni to Lander 
9 f t  Dish t o  Earth 
2300 m c  
E!! I b s  
3 axis (Earth Oriented) 
90 days 
Explosive Bolts 
a 
Lander 
100 bit/ sec* 
7 watts 
RTG 
Approx. 3 db 
200 rnc 
- -  6n I h a  ---
spin 
30 days 
Explosive Bolts 
* After Lander impact on Mars, 600 bitsjsec duringdescent 
** Solar Array Area = 100 f t  2 
Further assumptions for the orbiter propulsion system are:  
Orbiter Vehicle 
Retr opr opulsion 
Solid Aluminized Rubber -base 
Thrust (Aver age) 2500 Ibs. 
Propellant Density 0.061 lbs/in 
I 295 sec. 
SP 
A V  (for apoapsis = 20,000 km) 
3 
1.64 kmfsec 
Midcourse Propulsion 
Monopropellant 
Thrust 
Propellant Deneity 
I 
SP 
nv 
Tank Pressu re  
Pr e s su riz ation Gas 
Hydrazine 
50 lbs 
62.4 lbs/ft3 
230 sec 
75 rnjsec 
250 psi 
Nitrogen 
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A basic consideration m the devcl r o i t h e  coniiguration of the bus/ 
Two techniques orbiter was the choice of t h e  bus-aqtenna orLenration mode. 
were  ssudied: 
and 2)  hdy- f ixed  pa+ abolic imte:nr,as ~ 7 t h  earth-oriented spacecraft. 
found that body-fixed antennas are larger for a given bit rate and power level 
because the solar arrays can be oriented away from the sun by angles of 45 
degrees, and the loss in power must be compensated by a larger antenna 
diameter. The articulated antennas a r e  substantially heavier, however because 
of their driving mechanisms. 
ments, which involve both sm distance and sun angle, result in  comparably 
sized solar arrays for a given power requirement. 
that on the basis of a higher bit rate capability with relatively low-power 
tra-ris-mitters, a i z r g z  Eudy-axed earth-oriented ar.texza m d  a= earth oriented 
solar array a r e  s q x r i o r .  
T i  
I! articuizted parabolic z n t e z n a ~  w:rh sun-3r ier?ted spacecraft, 
i t  was 
For most missions the worst-case design require- 
It was decided therefore, 
r .  
Both solid and bi-propell=-? liquid retropropulsion systems were investi- 
gated. Liqsid sj-sterns have an advantage in that a single engine can be used 
for both retro and midcour se propulsion and eliminate (in the configurations 
studied) the separation joint which jettisons the portion of the lander steriliza- 
tion container immediately adjacent to the bus. However, the weight, size 
-and complexity of the  liquid system tankage, plumbing and ullage control 
systems appear to outweigh its advantages for this mission. 
better n;idcuur se correction coritrol i s  obtainable from a small liqrrid mono- 
r,ra,zelfant t h r u s t e r .  Therefore  sfiljd pr a p e l l ~ n t  rnotors were selected for 
ret ropropulsion and liquid monopropellant systems for rnidcour se correction 
propulsion. 
from an orbiter to a flyby vehicle, rf desired. 
Additionally, 
It appears feasible to off load the solid re t ro  motor to convert 
Three basic spacecraft design concepts were developed based upon the 
subsystem concepts described above. 
incorporating a M a r s  orbiting bus and a survivable lander. 
a spacecraft concept incorporating a "flyby" bus and survivable lander, and 
Figure 6. 3 illustrates a configuration based on an orbiting bus and a non- 
surviving entry c a p s a l e ;  Figure 6.4 shows the  spacecraft of F i g u r e  
6 .  I installed on an AthsJCentaur booster, 
Figure 6.1 depicts a spacecraft system 
Figure 6 .2  shows 
6 -  3 
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6 . z  Bus/Orbiter Design Concept 
The brts of Figure 6.1 is 60.  5 inches long and forms an eight-sided truncated 
pyramid. 
in diameter at the forward end. 
it i s  zpproxlmatefy 60 inches  in diameter at the dit end and 46 inches 
The use of eight facets in the bus provides the following advantages: 
1) Boost loads a r e  kept at low levels and are spread uniformly about the 
structure by incorporating eight longerons at the corners of the bus. 
A bus cross section of eight facets approximates a circular c ross  
section and provides mammum clearance berween the facets an4 the 
ret r apropul sion engine, enhancing equipment in st allation. 
Sufficient equipment mounting surface (including provision for  growth) 
is available on five of ?he b u s  facets so that  the three facets immed- 
iately adjacent to the Mars oriented package (MOP) can be left blank. 
Th i s  allows the electronic equipment to balance the weight and the 
relatively long moment arm of the MOP. 
The eight-sided bus provides optimum support for the quadrature 
geometry of the solar panels and attitude controlnozzles as well as 
support for the MOP. 
2) 
3 )  
4) 
The forward and aft ends of the bus longerons a re  interconnected by ring 
The lower ring f r a m e  helps resist  the small kick load developed by frames. 
the change of load path direction. 
Trapezoidal shaped flat honeycmb sandwich panels form t he  sides of the 
bus compartment and a re  bolted to the longerons and upper and lower ring 
frames. 
equipment and act as thermal heat sinks for the eqlripment, 
The interior surfaces of these panels are used to  mount the bus 
Hinges are provided at  the aft edges of the equipment mounting panels 
which permit them to rotate dawn when the panel attach bolts are removed, giving 
Access to  the bus interior and to the panel mounting equipment for installation, 
test and maintenance is thereby provided without the necessity of removing 
the panel from the bus o r  disconnecting equipment unnecessarily. 
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The use o€ a single bus cennpartment for AI t&e interiod equipment mini- 
mizes structural weight, maximizes "Lkernsal coupling, indiicEng the tankage, 
permits optimum cable routing and rnlnirnizes the n m b e r  of camect5ons made 
within the bus. The design permits the location of particular items of equip- 
ment OTI the various panels to take into account the thermal and power distrr- 
biutiun requirements, the mass property distribution cllf the overall spacecraft 
and* * ed close association of hi er connected c ts, 
. 
The ederiar surfaces of the equipment mounting panels are fusnished with 
active thermal con%roL louvers which &ow the thermally radiating positions 
of the pai~zefs to view and radiate to  deep space when cooling is required, 
AH exterior non-louvered portiozs of the equipment mounting pa~els and 
du. other exterior surfaces of the bus are thermaU)r insulated from the external 
1 envir o m  a t .  
~ 
~ 
~ 
I 
A thermally insulated upper cover of honeycomb sandwich material closes 
off  the forward end of the bus. 
W c  antexma, which is also fabricated from honeycomb sandwich material. 
In the area of the bus, the interior surface of the antenna is thermally insulated- 
The parabolic antenna, upper cover and the equipment mounting p a d s ,  
The aft end of the bus is covered by the para- 
1 
a l l  of which a r e  fabricated from honeycomb sandwich materials a s  noted,- pra- 
vide the micrometeorite protection of the bus mterior. 
A PnonopropeUant liqrzid hydrazine propuision system is used far *-nide.ourse 
A 5O-pouad thrust engine is mounted, on center lhe ,  to the casse- 
~ 
i 
I corrections. 
grain element o€ the parabolid imrenna at the extreme aft end of the spacecraft. 
The engine uses four electrically-driven jet vanes for thrust vector cosrtrol. 
The hydrazine is EISored in a single spherical tank mounted to the forward face 
Q€ the parabolic antem; a gaseous nitrogeri propellant pressurant tank is 
also mounted to &e parabofid antenna. 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
The retrcpropdsion system for deboost at M a r s  incorporates a 2500-pound 
thrust solid motor located on the bus centerline with the nozzle pointing forward. 
ne is supporte by a sernimonocoque trllncated cane structure.' The 
aft end of the cone forms a ring which provides *uniform support to the engine 
housing, and the upper end of the cone is scalloped in eight places with the 
scallop points picking up fittings attached to the corner longerons and to-the I 
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upper ring frame. 
engine, injection is used for thrust vector control. 
from vacuum effects during transit, the nozzle is sealed until the engine fires. 
As the engine is  aft-pointing, it is necessary to jettison the lower portion af the 
entry capsule sterilization container before the engine fires.  
Liquid freon stored in two spherical tanks attached to the 
To protect the engine grain 
Communication between earth and the spacecraft is obtained with the aid 
of a body-fixed, earth-oriented, nine- f o o t  diameter parabolic antenna. 
antenna utilizes a horn feed located at the apex of the dish and a cassegrain 
reflector which is supported by a quadripod whose struts attach t o  fittings 
mounteri on i H e  parabolic antenna dish. The ' n " x i e y c ~ ~ - I i t  smdw-ich ijiiiictiit ~f 
the antenna dish is reinforced in order to support the propellant tankage and 
the solar panels. 
Tables 6.1 and 6. 2. 
provides "on stand" and "near earth" communications when the spacecraft cannot 
viewthe earth. 
The 
A communications power budget and equipments a re  shown in 
A low gain omni-antenna is mounted to  a solar panel and 
The lander-to-spacecraft antenna {not shown) is a l s o  mounted to a solar 
panel. 
same longitudinal field of view a s  does the MOP. 
The antenna has a 120-degree total view angle and has essentially the 
Power for the bus is  obtained from a 100 sq. ft .  solar array supported 
by four 5 x 5 ft. panels. 
principal axes of the spacecraft and attach, through hinged joints, to the outer 
periphery of the parabolic antenna. 
The panels are syrnmetrically located about the 
En the stowed (launch) positian the panels a re  folded back against bus 
mounted support struts and a re  held in that position by a latch and double- 
wrapped cable system. When panel deployment is desired, a signal actuates 
redundant cable cutters which sever the cables. 
The solar panels have been located far aft tm the spacecraft to make 
effective use of the maximum diameter of the fairing, and t o  minimize the 
shadowiag of the panels by spacecraft component during normal cru ise  flight. 
The orientaticm of the array,  with the cells fixed to the aft surfaces, 
minimizes the plume impingement of the solid re t ro  motor on the solar cells. 
The monopropellant liquid engine's plume contains no carbon or  metallic 
components and is of low density, therefore, no adverse effects on the solar 
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Parameter 
TOW Transmitter Power (10 w) 
LQSS (including dipiexerf 
Anterura Gain (9 ft dish) 
Orhiter Antenna P ~ h t k g  Loss 
Space Loss (R = 2.5 x 10 KM) 
Pofar ix  atim Zos s 
8 
rrtenna Gain (21.0 ft di sb) 
DSIF Circuit Loss 
Net Transmission LOSS 
Total Received Power 
Receiver Noise Spectral h s i t y  (Ts = 25OK) 
Carrier Performance 
Cakrier Mudufatim Loss 
Received Carrier P W ~ F  
Carrier Loop Noise BW (2 BL0 = 12 cpsl 
Threshold Carrier Power 
Performance Margin 
Daia Performance 
(Mod. Index = 1. I, ra&ans]* 
Threshold SPfR LX 2 BLQ 
-_  
Value 
40.0 dbrn 
1.6 db 
33.2 db 
-
1.0 db 
257.6 db 
0.1 db 
61.0 db 
0 .2  db 
176.3 db 
- 1 3 6 . 3  dbm 
- 184.8 dbmfcps 
6.9 db 
- 143.2 dbm 
10.8 db 
6.0 db 
-168.0 dbm 
+24.8 db 
~ a t a  Modlulatibs LOSS 
Received Data Power 
Data Nuise Bandwidth (2048 bps) 
Threshold SNR in D&a Bandwidth 
Threshold Data Power 
Performance Wargin 
= 5 x 
5303 -6UF5- TU000 
Table 6 . 2  Orbiter Cornrnunication Equipment8 
S-Band IO watt Transmitter ( T W T ,  dc-dc 
Beacon Solid State 1/2 waft: Transmitter 
(136 m c )  
Lander Telemetry Receiver (200 m c )  
Diplt33ter 
Telemetry Unit (Including 2 5 , 0 0 0  bit core 
S-Band Command Receiver 
Command Decoder 
Pr ag r anxne r - Se quenc e s 
Tape Recorder 
Dip1 exe r 
convert e r ) 
memory) 
W t flbs) 
5.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.5 
5.0 
3.5 
3.5 
1,s 
Power (watts) 
40.0 
1 .5  
1.2 
- 
i .  2 
0.4 
0.4 
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array from plume contamination or from plume thermal ra&ation a r e  mticipatecl. 
The solar panels d s o  provide the s t ructural  support of t h e  atttitu6e cont ro l  C O ~ S ?  
sun sensors and the roll, pitch and yaw nozzles. 
The spacecraft is fully attitude controlled. The attitude control system uses 
a single high pressure gaseous nitrogen tank installed on the parabolic antenna. 
Two sets (six per system) of attitude control thrusting nozzles a r e  arranged in 
redundant pairs about each control axis (yaw, pitch and roll) of fie spacecraft. 
Tc; ack;-;c;*~ ~a&~zz.r, r,=rac& zy.~ &cpzt 
been installed at the ends of the solar panels. For system simplicity, the pitch 
and yaw moments a r e  equal, the line lengths between all valves and nozzles a r e  
the same in order to equalize the like losses relative to each control axis, and 
control gas impingement on the spacecraft has been minimized, Also, the 
attitude control gas lines have been thermally coupled to the warm solar arrays 
i . ~  order to heat the control gas and izcrease +he system efficiency. 
e n a p e r f a f t  c g i  the  nozzles have -I--- --- -- 
Two sets of s m  sensors (four elements} have been located immediately out- 
board of the attitude control nozzles €or unimpeded 4g steradian look angle. . 
In addition to the complement of scientific experiments body-fixed to the 
bus, provisions have been made for experiments which require pointing. 
fully environmental controlled container i s  located outboard of the bus as shown 
in Section B-B of Figure 5.1, 
Tackage (MOP) has a single-axis gimbal ivhzh  provides a ?rJngltil&nal look 
angle zpproaching 130 . This capability coupled with spacecraft r o l l  enables 
the MOP to be directed at any portion of the Martian surface or  atmosphere. 
Currently, the MOP accommodates a T V  camera system and an IR radiometer 
expe r ime nt . 
A 
The container designated as the Mars Oriented 
0 
After launch of the Mars entry capsule from the bus, but before the capsule's 
injection motor fires,  it i s  necessary t o  maneuver the bus out of the path of the 
entry capsule. 
nitrogen blow dawn system. A small nitrogen tank is mounted to the parabolic 
antenna and on signal the gas is expelled through a nozzle located on the longi- 
tudmal cg of the bus. 
a suitable time delay, the capsule may be injected into i t s  Martian trajectory. 
This evasive maneuver is accomplished by a simple gaseous 
This imparts a lateral velocity to the bils s o  that after 
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Figure 6.2 shows a concept for  a Mars flyby bus and survivable lander. 
The cornrnunicatiori antenna, the MOP and the midcourse correction propd- 
siori system are similar to  those described p x e v i b u s l y .  
and is sufficiently short that a standard Surveyor fairing m a y  'De used. 
is provided by 120 39. f t .  of solar a r ray  equal ly  divided between five folding 
panels as  shown. 
lengthening the standard fairing. 
The b ~ s  is six-faceted 
Power 
Folding the panels provides adequate solar array area without 
The roll ch attitude control nozzles are supparted by the solar array 
but the yaw nozzles a r e  mounted on deployable booms to provide large momelsf: 
arms. 
The configuration shown in Figure 6. 3 is similar to the orbiterllander in 
Figure 6 .1  except that the survivable lander has been replaced by the atmospheric 
probe noted earlier. 
this change. 
Same minor chw-ges were made to the bus to accommodate 
The lander systems a r e  described in the following sections. A weight state- 
ment is given in  Section 6. 5. 
6.3 Lander Design Caacept 
Fellawing is a design concept for a survivable lander capable of supporting 
a scientific payload of 50 lbe for 30 days after touchdown. The lander system 
weight is approximately 700 fbs, and is designed for launch with a bus/orbiter 
from an AtlasrfCentaur plus kick stage. 
for the NASA 
The lander described herein is designed 
odd 3 (mb) atmosphere. 
6.3.1 Lander Mission Sequence and Terminology 
The lander mission is divided into five phases, a s  follows: 
Transit Phase - The lander ie "packaged" inside a eterilizatian container 
during Earth to Mars trans%. This phase terminatee at the t ime of 8teriUeatScm 
carntainer is apeaed. 
Separation and Injection Phase - Approximately 48 hours prior t o  entry into 
the Mar6 atmosphere, the separation ~equence  occurs, controlled by the space- 
craft programmer after receipt of initial command from DSIF. The spacecraft 
is orientated to the proper entry capsule separatian attitude, the aft portion of 
tfie sterilizatition container is ejected, and the entry capsule is subeequently 
separated f r m  &e: spacecraft. 
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The entry capsule is spun up immediately following separation in  order t o  
maintain the proper orientation for injection and to provide thrust vector control 
during burning of the injection rocket motor. The entry capsule is then allowed 
to coast until it is well clear of the spacecraft, after which the kjection rocket 
motor is fired by commaad from the lander programmer to place the entry cap- 
d e  on an impact trajectory t o  Mars. 
entry capsule, terminating the separation and injection phase. 
The injectim motor is separated from the 
Coast Phase - Following burnout of the injection rocket motor, the entry 
capsule coasts for approximately 48 hours before entering the Mars atmosphere. 
h m e d i a t d y  prior t o  atmosphere entry, the capsule is despun to a s m a l l  non- 
zero s* rate in order to provide rapid convergence of angle-&-attack during 
entry. This event t e rmba tes  *e coast phase. 
Entry Phase - The entry +ase encompasses all events f r m  initial pene- 
tration of the Mars atmosphere until the lander comes to rest  on the planet 
surface. The major events a re  listed below: 
Atmaspheric entry measurements begin 
Radio black& begins 
Radio blackout ends 
Super sonic parachute is deployed 
Entry capsule heat shield is jettisoned and subsonic parachute is 
deployed in reefed codition 
Subsonic parachute i s disreef ed 
Descent TV pictures a re  taken and stored aboard the lander 
Impact occurs and subsonic parachute is jettisoned 
These events are depicted in Figure 6.5, which shows altitudes and t imes 
for a typical mihsian. 
' -. 
Lander Deployment and Surface Ope rations - After the lander has come to 
rest  on the planet surface, lander erector vanes a r e  deployed to place the lander 
in an upright positicm. 
which stored unboard the lander and transmitted to  the orbiting spacecraft period- 
ically for relay to  Earth. 
The surface experiment sequence then begins, during 
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6 . 3 . 2  Entry Capsule Injection and Stability Considerations 
T o  miniw.ize e n t q  capsule in jec t im propelllrrt weight, the entry capsule 
separates from the spacecraft well before MUS encmwmer. 
early enough that the injection AV is very small compared with VO (Mars) of the 
approach asymptote, such that the entry capsule and spacecraft approach 
asymptotes are nearly p a r a e l .  
too early, hawever: 
Separation occurs 
There a re  several reasons €or not injecting 
1) The spacecraft trajectory must be accurately established following 
final midcourse correction by =IF tracking. These trajectory 
measurements are used to  establish the time of separation for a 
fixed InjectionAV to obtain accurate Mars entry. 
The M a r s  entry angle dispersion is p a r t i d y  dependent rzpon the 
angle,B, between spacecraft VOO (Mars) and the entry capsule A .  
vector. 
dispersion grows sharply with =-all vduee of 0 associated with 
2 )  
The effect o f N  angle injection e r r o r  upon entry angle 
early separation. 
the baQstic coefficient of the entry. cppsube increases and the *OW- 
able entry corridor becomes narrower. 
a premium is placed upon smal l  tipoff e r r o r s  during entry capsule 
separation from the spacecraft and upon very accurate spin stabili- 
This factor becomes particularly important as 
Thus, a s 8  is made s m d ,  
zation following separatim to provide toleralsle AV angle injection 
e r rors .  
Separation-to-impact times which a r e  odd multiples of 12 hours should 
be avoided to ensure the same ground station cotltact (ideally Goldstone) for 
the spacecraft deboost maneuver as for the separation maneuver. 
tion to  impact t ime of 48 hours was selected for purposes of this study. 
A separa- 
The AV angle injection e r ro r  discussed above is influenced by thekharact- 
er is t ics  of the injection rocket motor and thi? spin rate of the entry capsule 
which provides thrust vector control during rocket burning. a, angular dis- 
persion decreases with increasing rocket ‘burn time and increasing spin rate. 
From earlier studies, a spin rate of 40 to  60 rpm and a burn t ime greater 
than 5 seconds appear desirable, 
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6 . 3 . 3  Entry Phase Aerodynamic and Thermodynamic Considerations 0 
The limits of the Mars entry corridor zlre established by two constraints: 
Qr, the i'ur,dersktoot" side, the entry capsule mmst S ~ O V J  down sufficieritly to 
permit a soit landing m t h  the aid of terminal deceleration devices such as 
parachutes, on the "overshoot" side, the entry capsule must dip deeply enough 
into the atmos 
atmosphere (1 surface pressure), the  "overshoot" limit is relatively in- 
*. ciepeEdeni. or' %he entry capsuie baiiistic coeilirieni arid &e : b i t  e i i i ~ y  aiigl;:e is 
13  degrees. 
capsule ballistic coefficient and the type of terminal deceleration devices used. 
to prevent "skip-out". Cansidering only the NASA Model 3 
The '"undershootft limit is strongly dependent upon the entry 
For  reirsc4ns discussed in the fofiowmg section. a two- stage parachute 
system was selected to provide a terminal velocity of 50 €t/ sec. 
sys tem to  operate properly, aerodynamic drag must slow the entry capsule 
to  a velocity of Mach 4, the maximum velocity at which a supersonic parachute 
n;ay be deployed, 
coefficient of the reference entry capsule design (Figure 6 . 6 )  is approximately 
15 libsfft. 
typical entry sequence of eveEts is shown in Figure 6 . 5  for an entry angle of 
30 degrees. 
For such a 
at an aftit-ilde of approximately 20, 000 feet. The bal l i s t~c  
2 which yields a maximum entry angle limit of about 35 degrees A 
._ 
-k?~r purp.jsi.3 of determining spacecraft guichqce and attitude control 
l-.-qz;TEments, 2 ~ d  er-trfi caps i~ le  :r,jeetictr: tkrrrst vector requirements3 it is 
L O C * ~ * E I I ~ ~ ~ I ~  t o  define the entry corridor depth as the difference in periapses 
altitudes f u r  the vacuum trajectories corresponding t o  the limiting entry 
h ~ g l e ~ ,  The variation of this corridor depth with entry capsule ballistic co- 
efficient is shown in Figure 6 . 7  which illustrates one reason for minimizing 
the entry capsule ballistic coefficient, 1. e.  less stringent accuracy require- 
ments during transit ,  separation, and injection maneuvers. 
steeper entry angles permitted with small ballistic coefficient s provide a 
shorrer t k e  of flight from entry to impact resulking in  reduced heat shield and 
cornrnurLications subsystem requirements 
Fr1rnzriT-j- a s  an insu'rator, shorter flight times m e a  l e s s  total heating and 
les s heat shield thickne s5 reqzir ed. 
Additionally, the 
Siac e the heat shield functions 
'::The e3try angle is defined as the angle betureen the entry capsule flight path 
(trajectory) and the local horizontal at 600,000 ft above the Mars surface. 
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The comrnunications advantage from shorter entry flight t imes relates to 
the maximum cornmixications distance between the entry capsule and the space- 
craft. 
In the event of lander f d u r e  during landing or failure to  deploy for surface 
operations, aU data stored aboard the lander during entry would be lost. 
data would be especially critical for failure analysis if  failure should occur. 
Consequently, it is desirable to transmit all  entry and landing data t o  the space- 
craft prior to firing the spacecraft deboost engine and possible temporary disruption 
of communications. 
craft by a distance which increases as the entry time increases. Minimizing the 
entry time minimizes th i s  distance and reduces the lander telemetry transmitter 
power req7.iire.d for a given bit rate. 
sapply weight a r e  thus reduced contributing to an even lower entry capsx.de 
bal li s ti c c oe f f i  c i ent . 
This 
To accomplish this, the entry capsule must **leadii the space- 
Electrical power requirements and power 
I . .  3 , 4  Terrr??b-al Deceleration and Lanchng 
A detailed. tradeoff study of terminal deceleration and landing techniques 
was riot attempted. 
selection of a two-stage parachute subsystem with impact absorbing material 
for landicg: 
However, the following'factore were considered in the 
Use of a single siizbsonic parachute requires a small entry angle (estimated 
fLo be approximately 25 c?egrees) ir? order to provlde sufficient time between 
the Mach = 0 . 9  point {the highest velocity at which the subsonic parachute may 
be deployed) and impact for the deployment, disreefing, and inflation cycle. 
Such aP- entry angle provides an entry corridor depth of only about 120 nmi 
for entry capsule ballistic coefficient of 15 lbs/ft . In addition, total entry 
heating i s  expected to  increase snbstantially resulting in a heat shield weight 
increase exceedrng the weight saved by eliminating the supersonic parachute. 
2 
Use of a single supersonic parachute of the Hyperflo type to provide a 
terminal velocity of less  than 100 f t / sec  (compatible with simplified landing 
shock absorption techniques and lander component de sign loads) is expected 
to r e s d t  in a r ~  excessive weight penalty. 
lander resulted in a required parachute weight of 2000 pounds. 
Earlier studies of a 3500-pound 
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A combination of suErsorL3c a d  S U ~ L O P I C .  parachGtes appears to  be the -- -_ I_-___I--- 
best approach. 
diameter. 
subsonic parachiite w r i g n t  d-6 the w c i g n t  of zr : ~ i p a c t  s h o c k  artenzating sub- 
system t o  maintain a s p e c : i i t d  s h o c k  load to  lzi?der cornpozents lor 2 given 
terrnir,& velocity. The scbsozic p.trschute wcig'nt decreases approximately 
as  the inverse square of the termi:id velocity in the range of 0-100 ft/sec under 
consideration. However, t h e  weight of crushable material or  other shock atten- 
The supersonic p;.rachotc s z z t  ,s dzctated by- t h e  entry c a p s f e  
The s i z ing  of +,-le ~ ; b ~ o ?  c ? s r z c I  
uating subsystem required to limit component shock loads t o  approximately 100 
earth g ' s  {corn-paribie wi1h entry design l o a d s )  increases with increasing terminal 
velocity. A terminal velocity of 50 ft/ sec was selected as  a reasonable compro- 
mi se. 
Extended arms  xvith s':ocX abs3irbers xvere considered as  a dternate to the 
honeycomb crushzble material shoxx  i n  rhe reference design (Figure 6.6) but 
these were considered t o  be inadequate in the ex-eni surface winds a id  high 
lateral velocities are  encountered dur ing  Izmding. 
Solid propellant retro-rockets were considered as an alternate to the sub- 
sonic parachute for terminal deceleration. 
further study, but it i s  not obvious that it offers greater reliability o r  less  
weight for  the lander. 
tive altitude reference independent of lateral drift for initiating the retrcfire,  
the m e m s  of accommodkting :r,tjqJal t n r - s t  f rom m-ulxple retro-rockets , 
a-qd the relati\-e effect of h f a r s  a t n - o s p h c r : ~  dens i t )  uncertainty zpon the per- 
formance of the retro-rocket o r  p a r a c h u t e  subsystems. 
The retro-rocket approach deserves 
Unanswered questions involve the provisions of a posi- 
6. 3 .  5 Configuration 
The lander is a thin guage aluminum cylindrical container 45 inches in  
diameter and 32 inches in height uith four shear webs radial displaced at 90° 
intervals running the length of the cylinder (see Figure 6.6) .  
motor, RTG unit. and all experiments a re  mounted on these shear webs and 
container walls. 
The injection 
The lander is protected for post-impact survival by aluminum- honeycomb 
shock attenuator panels. 
drical walls and on the impact side of the lander. 
to be capable of withstanding a vertical  impact of 100 earth g ' s .  
These pmels a re  bonded to the lander on the cylin- 
The payload was assumed 
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The recovery system was designed to survive tumbling and to have the capa- 
bility to rigfit itself after coming to red, 
of four petd-shaped assemblies. Each assembly is hinged to the lander cylin- 
drical  container in  a manner to provide protection for the antenna and equipment 
when they are in a closed position. 
gas actuator that is triggered after landing. 
The lander erector mechanisms consists 
0 
Each segment is individually operated by a 
Tbe parachda system consists af a supersonic and a subsorric chnte, packaged 
Rn +he &erIC3f ..c *e l....der C r m + _ ? A z r  l R Q O  =Frt Zad the itTteriOf a€ the he& 
sbield €or reentry proteciios. 
subsonic parachute from its canister. 
The super sonic parachute extracts and deploys the 
At the ti-. of the subsonic parachute deployment a signal is generated to 
fire tbe heat shield separation explosive bolt and thus jettison the base structure 
and heat shield. 
and enhances i t3  characteristics. 
Release of the heat shield reduces the weight on the parachute 
As the lander irnpacts on the planet surface the main chute bndle is released 
by a signal to the pin pullers. This pennits the lander t o  tumble free of t he  
parachute and thu3 prevent entanglement and subsequent failure of the erection 
mechanism. It is also possible to  eliminate one gore from the subsonic para- 
chute so that the parachute will  tend to deploy itself to  one side of the impact 
area. 
0 
The Apollo shaped heat shield i s  73.5 inches in diameter and 32 inches in 
It consists of a fiberglass substructure with thermal protection of height. 
phenolic nylon d i c h  has a maximum thickness of one-half inch on the lower 
surface and a taper of 112 t o  1/4 inch on the sides. 
Ssporatiaa al the lander froa the  heat shield i s  provided by a tringle heat 
shield reparation explosive bolt. The heat shield and substructure is attached 
to the bus by four sxploeive bolts. 
TWO spin arid two despin solid rockets are located around the periphery of 
the entry capsule. 
for rocket installations. 
Indentation8 are provided on the aft side of the heat ehield 
The sterile container is an Apollo-shaped 0 .020  guage aluminum container 
37 inchee in diameter and 62 inches fn length, 
which are joined by w d d b g  flanges ost the maximum diameter. 
are provided at aft end for structural att&ent. 
It is constructed in two par ts  
Four fittings 
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The container prevents c m t i r m l n a t i o ~  of the sterile probe during prelaunch 
l and Sa.u~~ch operations. 
as it i s  heated durmg the sterilization cycle and an onboard gas supply to main- 
It- 1s equipped with a check valve to permit: orrtflaar of gas 
I 
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A brief de scriptian of the powe r and communi caticms subsystems given 
bel ow I 
5 . 3 . 6 .  f Power 
Electrical power for the lander is furnished by a radioisotope thermoelectric 
generator (RTG) with a rated output of 25 watts, The RTG was selected over 
the alternate concept of mic al bdter y 
basis of sion reliabi The RTC is 1 
frulure resulting from landing shock loads and unkno-s concerning the Mars 
surface environme&, e ,  g. dust storms, Although an RTG unit does not presently 
exist for planetary entry missions, it is reasonably expected that such a umt 
c w d d  be developed to meet hardware schedules for a 1971 mission, 
a 
Tine paver recpirernents for the experiments ;Ire shown in Table 6 ,  3 and 
for other lander components in Table 6.4. 
Power requirements during a typical twenty-four hour period of operation 
on the Martian surface are  shawn in Figure 6. 8. From Table 6 .  .4, it is obvious 
r -to-osBiter 
that experiments 6, 16, 30 and 31 are not programmed to operate simultaneously 
TKtththe T V  experiment (No. 25) in order t o  have sufficient power for the TV 
camera, tape recorder and associated electronics, 
a 
: 
~ i 
a 
a 
cEXRRIMENT 
25 trv) ArJD 
RFCORDER ON 
E X E R I M F M  6 ON 
EXIERIMEM 16 ON 
FXWRtMfMf 2, 12, 13, 14, 
21, P,30 AND 31 ON 
M4CON REC€IV€R ON 
TELEMETRY UNIT ON 
PROGRAMMER-SEQUENCER ON 
(INCUDFS POWER LOSS 
IN POWER COhiDIT!ONER) 
Figure 6 . 8  Power Profile During Typical Day of Mars 
Surface Operation 
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Table 6.  3 Mars Entry and Surface Experiments Power Requirements 
1 Acdsr-ter s 1.0 2.0 ccratfnubtl. aurhg 24 
d r y  
T e  -3T 
z 0.5 0.7 -rfurisy 25 1, mQ 
6 Mars Sp~?rwactn  6.0 6.0 12 swmplas/day 1 lob 13. 200 
solar R;adiatton 1.3 0.1 R w m d  - 2 0 / . t c  8.6d05 12 
12 hrslday 
13 Light Intensity 0.5 0 . 1  1 Sample/hour 50 1,200 
16 Surface Ioruzatioa 1 . 5  1 . o  I SampkIhour 160 2,400 
2 1  Surface Winds 1.0 0.1 I2 Samples/ hour 9 2,600 
soil Mechanics 13.0 3.0  t)nr tisrm d y  !GO3 Nfa 
14 uv httnsity 0.5 0 .1  1 SPnpirlrnin 50 72,900 
25 TV Prttures 17.0 10.0 1 Fruneldny Br1Q5 BxlO 5 BdO' 
26 
27 Seismic Activity 8.0 1 * o  continuant opera- 20/rec 5,000 
tion: tkredzold 
initlaied trans- 
mi rrian 
Cell  Growth 4.0 2.0 43 slm#es/ &y 100 4, 500 
31 Turbidity a d  pX 4.0 1 .O 2 Srmptstfhour 7 336 
30 
6 All Expcrunents 1 .76r16 
Sngineerzng Ikta O . O l X l O 6  
Total Data Bits each 24 hours 1. n d  
See Section 3, Volume 2 for a description of experiments. 
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TaWe 6.4 Lander Compsnent Subsystem Power Requirements 
Co nrp anent 
Transmitter (7 watts output, 50% efficiency) 
Tape Recorder 
Telametsy Unit  
P r  ograxnmer -Sequencer 
Berersn Recsiver 
Psse? Cmditinzler { € I d  load) 
w-8  
14.0 
7 . 0  
1.0 
1.0 
1.2 
04 8 
25.0 
-
Power requireznaslta during the reparation and injection, coast, and entry 
phases of the rnir~ion will exceed the capability of the RTG unit for short periods 
when pyrotechnic devices are qhitirrted. 
periods of reduced load a r c  UE& to provide surge power for the pyrotechnic 
device e. 
6 . 3 . 6 . 2  Linder-to- Orbiter Communicrtionr 
Capacitors charged by the RTG during 
During a ty#cJ 24 hour period of operation on the M u t i r n  rurface, I. 77x 
10 bite of data a r e  expected to be generated (Table6.3). T b r e  data will be 
stored on t a p  aboard the l d t r  md periadicrlly transmitted to the orbiter for 
relay to Earth. The eommunicationr t ime b-em the lander and orbiter will 
vary from orbit-to-orMt depending upon the poritian of the landing site on M a r s  
with relrpect Qo the elliptical orbit of the spacecraft, A beacon triirremitter in 
the orbiter md A be8CCtll receiver in the lander are provided to hitiate and ter-  
minate tranumiirionr of data. VrrrirUonr in communication time from day-to- 
dry, urd fhur vrriatiunr in the total amount of data which can be transmitted 
dwbg 88ch 24-hour patid, can be accommodated by programming the opera- 
tioa of I S X P I ) & ~ ~ ~ ~  12 aad 115 (which gaacbrrrta 95% e€ the t o t d  aataJ to coincide 
with p d o b r  of mudmum comxnunicrtilnr time. Additiand flexibility is provided 
by the tap0 r O C O ? d O t  which ham a crprcity of dearly 10 bits. 
6 
3 
Arruming ri% hourr of cozn.munication time during a typical  24-hour period 
(two orbitr d t h s  rprcecrrf t )  d a lander-to-orbiter bit rate d 100 bitslsec, 
2.16 x 10 This compares with a bit generation rate 
of 1.77 x 10 during the mame t i m e  period. Transmission of T V  pictures taken 
and etored during t e r m i d  dercent may be interspersed with T V  pictures taken 
after landing: 
6 bits can  be trmumitted. 
6 
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Power budgets for  the lander-to-orbiter and orbiter-to-lander, communi- 
cation hnks a re  presented in Tables 6 . 5  and 6 .  6 . 
0.6  db for both orbiter and lander should be added to  &ow for diplexing the 
data and beacon links through a common antenna (NOTE: 
link is not affected). 
permit diplexing. 
Additional circuit loss of 
The orbiter-to-DSIF 
The beacon frequency sho*dd be increased t o  180 mc to 
* Two 
The coherent 
The telemetr from the lander to the orbiter wi l l  , -  
alternate modulation techniques are shown in the power budget. 
PSK system is more eEicient but requires acquisition or' the iander s i g d  with 
its attendant problems in the orbiter receiver for each Mars orbital revolution. 
A simpler scheme which requires no signal acquisition by using a wideband IF 
in the receiver is  noncoherent FSK using demodulation by the two filter-compari- 
son method. 
budget shows, the performance margin is smaller. 
This latter scheme is the one preferred even though, as the power 
A one-half watt VHF beacon transmitter in the orbiter and an acquisition 
receiver in the lander a re  provided to let the lander know when communication 
with the orbiter is possible each revolution a b &  Mars. 
this link 1s simpler due to the absence of modulation on the beacon carrier. 
When the beacon receiver indicates signal presence, the lander transmitter i s  
turned on for transmission of telemetry to the orbiter. When the orbiter goes 
out of sight of the lander, the lander transmitter i s  turned off, 
link will  be on 136 mc and have i ts  own omnidirectional zmtarnas. Adding the 
beacon capability adds 2 . 0  lbs and 1.2 watts power consumption to  the lander 
plus the 136 mc antenna weight. 
consumption a re  added plus the weight of the 136 mc antenna. 
The acquisition for 
The beacon 
In the orbiter, 2.0 lbs and 1.5 watts power 
A list of lander communications e q u i p e n t s  is given in Table 6.7. 
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Table 6.5Lander-to-Orbiter Communications Power 3udget 
Frequency: 200 m c  
Parameter 
Totd Transmitter Power (7watts) 
Circuit Loss 
L a d e x  Antenna Gain 
space t a g s  (R=20,000 EtM) 
Polarization Loss (circular-to-circuiarj 
Orbiter Antenna Gain 
Orbiter Circui t  Loss 
Net Transmission Loss 
Total Received Power 
Receiver Noise Spectral Density (Ts=6OO0K) 
COHERENT PSK ClN 800 CPS a. WAVE SUBCARRIER 
Carrier Performance 
Carrier Modulation Loss 
(Mod, lndex = 0.68 radians) 
Received Carrier Power 
Carrier Loop Noise €3W* 
Threshold SNR in 2 Bm 
Threshold Carrier Power 
Performance Margin 
(2  BU = 200 cps) 
Data Performance 
Data Modulation Loss 
Received Data Puwet 
Data Noise Bandwidth (100 bps) 
Threshold SNR in Data Bandwidth (Pe = 5 x 
Threshold Data Power 
Performance Margin 
NONGOHERENT FSX 
Filter Noise BM (25 kc) 
Input SlNR at Envelope Detector 
3 
Threshold SNR at Envelope Detector (P: = 5 x 10- 1 
Performance Margin 
*Requires approximately 7-8 sec for acqarihtioa 
b 
0 
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Value 
+38.5 dbm 
1.6 db (including 
dipiexer for beacon) 
0.0 db 
f64*4 db 
i . 6  a3 
0.0 db 
1.6 db (including 
diplexer for beacon) 
168.6 db 
-130.1 d b  
-170.8 dbm/cps 
2.2 db 
-132.3 d h  
23.0 db 
6 . 0  db 
-141.8 d h  
9.5 db 
4.0 db 
-134.1 d b  
20.0 db 
7.3 db 
-143.5 dbm 
9 .4  db 
44.0 db 
-2.1 db 
-8 .2 db 
4.9 
e Table 6 . 6  Orbiter-to-Lander Beacon Power Budget 
Frequency: 136 mc 
Mudulation: CUT 
Parameter 
Orbiter Antenna Gain 
Space Loss (R = 20,000 km) 
Polarization Loss (cir cular-to- cir cular) 
Lander Antenna Gain 
Lander Circuit Loss 
Net Transmission Loss 
Total Received Beacon Power 
Receiver Noi st Spectral I3eneity ( Ts=600%) 
Beacon Loop Noise BUT* (2 BU) = 100 cps) 
Threshold SMR in 2 BLo 
Threshold Beacon Power 
Performance Margin 
Value 
C h i d i n g  
diplexer) 
0.0 db 
161.1 db 
1.0 db 
0 . 0  db 
1 . 6  db {including 
diplexer) 
165.3 db 
138.3 d h  
- 170.8 dbsn/CpS 
20.0 db 
6.0 db 
-144.8 d h  
6 . 5  db 
Y CT 
Requires acquisition time of about 30 seconds 
Table 6.7 Lander Communicaions Equipment l ist  
Wt (lbs) Power {watts) 
Solid State 7 watt Transm&er (200 mc) 2.0 25.0 
Beacon Receiver (136 mc) 2.0 1.2 
Telemetry Unit (including 25,000 bit core 4.0 1 . 0  
Programmer -Sequencer 7.5 
memory ) 
Tape Recorder 7 . 0  
Dip1 exe r 1 .5  
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6. 4 Weight Summarieta 
The weights in Tables 6 . 8  and 6.9 represent a typical orbiter-lander for an 
A t l a s /  Centaur plus kick stage lamch ryrtem. 
weight is 2560 pound8 including a 10 percent weight contingency. 
6.1 and 6. 5). 
The total spacecraft separated 
(See Figures 
The retropropulsion system contain. enough propellant to place the orbiter 
into am elliptical orbit of approximately 2,000 by 20,000 km which satisfies 
quarantine re quire ment I. 
A dircureion of the orbiter rubsystem weights follows: 
Mechanical and Pyrotechnic8 
The weightr a re  for an explosive bolt type of separation system including 
bolt8 and nuts, cartridges, pin pullerr, bolt catchers, and miscellaneous 
bracketr. The rolar array mechanirm includer the hinges, springs, etc. ,  
for the deployment and latching of the solar paddles. 
Spacecraft Structure 
2 The external pmel  weightr are based on honeycomb construction at 1 lb/ft . 
Four of there panarlr contain rails and faateners for equipment mounting 
provisions, 
Thermal Control 
Thermal control for the apaceczsft include8 both active louvers and passive 
insulation. The louvers are located on the four equipment panelr and weigh 
0. 56 lb/rq fk. 
arear of the rpacecraft. 
The inrulation ir located on the solid and on the internal 
Electrical Power 
Solar array w8ightr are brred on 1 lbf rq  ft including structure. The 
bitterier rrsd regulrtorr, power converiion, power control unit, and 
rhunt element arrernbiy weightr are ertirnated t o  be 71. 7 poundtl. 
Elect ric al Wrtr ibution 
Csbting atlci coneactor weightr are bared on empirical data considering the 
amount of equipment requiring power and electrical connection, the space- 
craft geometry, and the packaging factor used. 
I 
! 
1 
i 
j I 
I 
I  
! 
I 
I 
, 
i 
, 
I 
, 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
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Stabilization and Control -
The stabilization and control weights are  estimated to be 71.4 pounds 
which includes 6 pounds of nitrogen gas. 
Propulsion System 
The retropropulsion system is a spherical solid with a partially mubmerged 
nozzle. 
?blcz in zzxi arr Z 
2500 pounds. 
A liquid injection th rus t  vector control unit is included for control during 
ret r 0- firing. 
The midcourse correction propulsion unit is a monopropellan& (hydrazine) 
The p r o p e l l a  is aluminized rubber-base with a density of 0,061. 
e q s d  to  295 semnds. 
SP 
The A V  allowed for  the 2,000 x 20,000 k m  orbit is 1.64 km/mec. 
The ?firus? io zss~lm4- +,e 3e 
system with a thrust  of 50 pounds. 
a A V equal to 75 m/sec with an  I = 230 seconds. 
is 0,0362 lb/cu in  and the tank pressure is 250 psi. 
pressurization stored at 3000 psi. 
The propellant required is based on 
The propellant density 
Nitrogen is used for 
=P 
Science and Science Supports 
The science arid science support weights are  estimated at 80. 8 pounds and 
26. 2 pounds, respectively. 
The entry capsule-lander weights are based on the configuration shown in Figure 
5. 6 and are discussed below: 
Structure and Sterilization Canister 
The heat shield is phenolic nylon with a thickness of 1/2 inch on the lower 
surface and a taper from 112 to  1/4 inch on the sides. 
absorbing material is honeycomb at 2.5 lb/cu ft. 
aluminum with a gage of 0.032 and the outer faces a re  0.010 fiberglaas. 
The sterilization canister is 0. 020 aluminum with a shaped charge for 
ejecting clear of the capsule. 
Lander impact 
The inner facea are 
Electrical Power and Integration 
~~ 
Electrical power is furnished by an RTG with an estimated weight equal to 
30 pounds. Cabling and connector weight6 a re  based on an empirical data. 
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The experiment package weight i o  estimated to  be 5 6 . 8  pourids. 
P ar achute Syste rn 
30th a rupcrronic and rubsonic chute ir armumed with an estimated weight 
of 146 pouadr total. Theme weight. are balled on a terminal velocity of 
Fuur rolid racket8 w e  located around the paripnery of the entry capeale, 
each weighing L I poundr total. 
Thermal Control, Injection Motor and Separation 
Them 8ubsyrtem weight8 are trtimatcd to be 6 ,  19, and 3 pounds, 
re sp e ct ive 1 y. 
A weight contingency of 10 percent has been added t o  both the orbiter and 
The 
l d e r  weight., 
the weight titimater and ia coarirterrt with the current level of design. 
corrtingency dlowr for uncsrtdatier in weight satimatloa tachniquzr a d  Blight: 
mQdifhatfOn8 of the design. 
dedgn completion and the developmez%t p h u e  of the mpacecraft. 
Thio contingency refitctr the overdl level of cocfidencc of 
It d8Q ~ o w r  fot normal weight growth during 
A weight himtory I. given for both vehicles in Tabla 6.10. 
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Table. 6 .8  Orbiter Spacecraft Weight Statement 
Mechanical and Prvotechnics 
Launch Vehicle Separation 
Capsule jettison 
Solar Array Mechanism 
Attachment and Misc. 
SDacecraft Structure 
Equipment Panels 
Frame - 'Work 
Equipment Mounting Provisions 
High Gain Antenna Supports 
Low Gain Antenna Supports 
Lander Antenna Supports 
Stabilization and Control Supports 
Attachment and Misc. 
'Lander Support Structure 
The rmal Contr ol 
S /  C Insulation 
Solid Motor Insulation 
Louve r s 
Heaters and Thermostats 
Telecommunications 
S-Band Xmtr (low) ( 2 )  
Beacon Solid State Xmtr (lw) (236 mc) 
S-Band Receiver (2) 
Command Decoder (2) 
Lander Receiver (200 mc) 
Diplexe r 
DTU (mcl 25, 000 bit core memory) 
Sequencer and Power Supply 
Low Gain Antenna (9 f3 dish) 
Lander Antenna (136 mc) 
W e i g h t ,  lbs 
22.2 
6. 6 
-
5.0  
. 9. 2 
1. 4 
128. .4 
73. .5 
20. 0 
15. 0 
6.  8 
0. 5 1 
0. 6 
0. 8 
6. 2 
5 .  0 
27. 7 
12. 0 
9. 0 
5. 7 
-
1. 0 
123. 2 
10. 0 
2 .0  
7 .  0 
7. 0 
2, 0 
1. 5 
5. 0 
22. 6 
63. 6 
1. 5 
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Table 6.0  Orbiter Spacecraft Weight Statement a 
Eleericai Distribution 
Cabling and Connectors 
J -Boxe 8 
Umbili c a1 s 
Stabilization and Control 
Corrtrol Electronics Asrembly 
Gyro6 and Electronic. 
Coarme Sun %mor 
Fine Snn Sensor 
~ o p u e . S e n s o r  + Elec. , 
Gas Vessel + Transducers 
N2 Gas 
Preesure Reg. t Traneducers 
Valves + Plumbing Set 
Earth Detector and Sensorr 
Propulsion System 
Ret r op 1: gsut e ion 
I Solid Mator burt  Weight 
Solid @tor Support 
LlTVC fnjectore 
LITVC Fluid t TarLage 
h4idcouree Propulsion 
Evasive Maneuver Propulrion 
f 
17L 7 
100.0 
40. 0 
10.0 
-
t A 4 
6. 3 
5. 0 
47.0 
35. 0 
io .  0 
a, 0 
-
71. 4 
13. 0 
IO. 0 
2,o 
0.6 
f l .  0 
9. 0 
4. 0 
3. 0 
6. 5 
PO. 3 
-
212.0 
7 
138, Q 
10. Q I 
2 5 . 0  
37. 0 
2. 0 
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Table 6 .  8 Orbiter Spacecrafk Wesght 5tatement 
Science StxDvort 
,MOP Gimbal, Drive, etc. 
MOP Cable Wrap-up 
MOP Structure and Thermal Control 
Attach and Misc. 
Science Zxpe'riments 
Particle Flux (high energy] 
Particle Flux 
Ion Chamber 
Trapped Radiation Detector 
Magnetometer 
Meteor old Environment 
M c  I-o me te or oid Environment 
TV 
UV Spectrometer 
Ionosphere Experiment 
IR Radiometer 
Contingency 10% 
M a r s  Orbiter Weight 
Midcourse Correction Propellant 
Ret ropr opellant 
Capsule, Lander & Sterilization Caaiater 
TOTAL SPACECRAFT WEIGHT 
26. 2 
5. 2 
1 . 0  
12. 0 
1. 5 
3. 0 
2. 0 
1 . 5  
80. 8 
10. 0 
2, 5 
1 * 3  
4. 0 
5.0 
5. 0 
8. 0 
17. 0 
22. 0 
3. 0 
3. 0 
91. 1 
1001. 7 
-
64.0 
785 .0  
708.8  
2559.5 
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Tabie 6. 9 Lander -#eight Statement 
ctric 1 Power and Integration 
RTG 
Power - Conditioning 
Cabling and Connectors 
3-33- 
Misceuaneoas 
Weight, fbs 
51. 5 
30. 0 
10.- 0 
-
7. 0 
2. 0 
2. 5 
33. 0 
4. 0 
4. 0 
5. 0 
7 .  0 
7 .  5 
1,0 
4.5 
-Cornmanications 
Transmitter (2) 
3eacon Receiver (2) 
Telemetry Unit (2x1. 25,000 bit core memory) 
Tape Recorder 
Sequencer and Power Supply 
Circulator 
ntenna 
-FiXS%$nts 
Tv 
Mass Spectrometer 
Turbidity and PH 
Cell Growth 
Solar Cosmic 
Anemometer 
UV Detector 
_ .  
3 ,  Surface Ion 
Visible fatensity 
56:8 
17.0 
6. 0 
4. 0 
4. 0 
1. 3 
1 . 0  
0. 5 
1 . 5  
13. 8 
8-0 
0. 5 
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Table 6 . 9  Lander Weight Siaternent 
Structure 
Heat Shield 
Impact Absorbing Werial a d  Bendia 
Outer Face Material - Fiberglass 
Inner Face &Werial - Aluminum 
Stabilizing Legs knd Aduation 
Inner Support Structure 
RTG Sqport 
Attach and Miscellaneous 
Sterilization Canister 
Structure 
Shaped Charge 
~s de  lfane ous 
Parachute System 
Subsonic Chute 
Supe r s onic Chute 
Parachute Container5 (2) 
Spin/ De spin Rockets (4) 
Thermal Control 
Injection Motor 
Separation 
Contingency (10%) 
TOTAL WEIGHT 
298, 8 
216. 6 
29.. 3 
4. c 
11.1 
8. 0 
6. 0 
4 0  
16. 7 
34. 8 
31'. 3 
1. 5 
2. 0 
146. 0 
120.0 
25. 0 
1. 0 
4. 4 -
6 .  0 
10. 0 
-
3, 0 
64. 4 
-
708 .7  
/. 
TOTAL SEPARATED ORBITER #EIGHT 
cape& and Lade+ 
Ste rilication Canister 
I Table 6 .  f 0 Weight History 
4 
Orbiter 
Spacecraft Prior to Retro Firing 
Ret r opr Ope 11 ant 
Orbiter Weight 
2560 
-64 
2496 
=6?4 
* 35 
-
-
TOTAL LANDER AND STERILIZATION CANISTER WEI[GHT 
~ ~ ~- 
Upper Canister Jettison 
Capsule and Lander Prior to Separation From Spacecraft 
Lander Separation 
Lower Canister Jettison 
Capsule and Lander After Separation F r o m  Spacecraft 
Spin-up Propellant 
InjectSon Propellant 
Despin Propellant 
Capsule and Lander After Re-entry 
Heat Shield Jettisoned (includes ablated 
material during re-entry) 
Supersonic Chute Jettison 
Lander Just Prior to Mars Impact 
Subsonic Chute Jettison 
Lander @I Mars Impact 
1787 
-785 
1002 -
708. 0 
-20.3 
688.5 
-2. 0 
-14. 5 
672.0 
-0. 7 
-8. 2 
-0. 7 
Lander 
662.4 
-216. 6 
-25 .0  
420. 8 
120.0 
300. 8 
7. MISSION PERFORMANCE COMPARLSW 
A ei imiiary r;f mission payload performance is shown in Table 7.1, comparing 
the launch vehicle capabilities with mission requirements €or orbit (or flyby), 
entry capsule and survivable lander mieeione. 
of miesion effectiveness for the various claeaes of booster systems. 
The data give a general indication 
Four categories of payload8 are  shown, baeed on the list of experiments given 
in Section 3 fTabh 3.1): 
'I --L: L I I  f-.. #bA..l a .  v1 ilL b G &  *U& & L Y . . l ) l f  
2. Orbiter Mapper 
3. Entry Gapeule 
4. Lander feurvivable) 
The weights quoted for each of the payloads include all priority experiments 
required to evaluate the critical elements in the Martian and cismartian environ- 
ment. 
tion from the high orbit altitudes (2 ,000  to 20,000 km) to which the spacecraft is 
restricted because of lifetime requirements (50 yeara), arising from noncontam- 
inatiun constraints. Cmventional TV rystemm withaut telescopes have resolutions 
of the order of 1 km which is not adequate for landing site @election o r  f o r  general 
purpose dotailed teconnairernce. 
the resolution to about 0.005 km which could be improved aomewhat i f  orbital 
altitude8 could be reduced baeed on a bettor resolution of density levels in the 
upper atmorphere. 
The orbiter mapper require8 a heavy telescope to achieve adequate reeolu- 
0 
The telescope considered here would improve 
In general, the uesfulnese of a single lander mission is open t o  question from 
the standpoint of landing site selection. Surface property measurements at a 
single point may not be representative of general conditione within a proposed 
exploration traverse area urd detailed telsvirim coverage of one landing site 
may have limited applicability to other eifes under cmsideration. The only 
practicd means of %ttrrpolrUng" data is by TV scan around the lander base, 
or  by deployment of a miniature surface rover, properly instrumented to measure 
surfaee paperties over a fairly extunrive area. 
extensive mapping (general and detailed) from a Mars orbiter photographer. 
is recommended that a mireion be devoted to the mapping function. 
However, these modes at best 
and it seems assured that heavy reliance will be placed on 
It 
yield limited d*a, 
0 
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A cornparism of acientific payloads with h c h  vehicle capabilities is given 
in Table.7.1. 
above, and an estimate of the weight of the spacecraft necessary to support each 
payload. Them weights are then matched with the payload capabilities of the 
various launch eyeterns for the mission opportunities of 1971, 1973, a d  1975. 
A summary comparison i e  made of miesiuns obtainable by each launch system 
for each rnieoiun opportunity. 
Payload weights are tabulated far  each of the four modes described 0 
Tbe r8Su1W indicrrte that the Atlas Centaur ayetern ia capable of supportbg 
T)l@ launch oniy IIy=&y ZriiiiSicBig y&& 4.r =MW& ~-&:*&-&.*=?2&2 =?try c=pe1,teg* 
system i r  rertrictwd to  Mrriner 4 type. of @pacecraft i n  the unfavorable 1975 
miseion opportunity, r;ed i r  not capable of supporting orbiter systems with even 
moderate television resolution capabilities, nor c i m  it support a flyby system 
plue a survivable lander. Hence, the Atlar Centaur launch vehicle system i s  of 
marginal effectiveneer for the mission requirements caneidered herein. 
A highly ureful launch ryrtam is the Atla8 Centaur plun a high energy kick 
stage, a" described in Section 6 of the present report. The launch system is 
capable of injecting apprordrnately 3600 pounds of payload weight to Mare in the 
favorable 1971 mirrion opportusity, and of launching a y p r d m a t e l y  2,080 pounde 
to Marr in the unfavorable 1975 mirrion opportunity. This payload capability 
is rufficient €or launching am orbiter plum lander with a high resolution mapping 
telescope in the favorable misrian opportunitier of 1371 and 1973. In the un- 
favorable opportunity of 1975 the launch oyetern $ 8  capable of injecting an 
orbiter spacecrrft with porribly P minimum wsqht nonsurvivable emry capsule 
only, or  medium resolution photo mapping package. 
i 8  Of mlrgind u u i t y  fn 1975 if the prior mirrions of 1971 and 1973 have been 
accomplirhed ritirfactorily. In general, the Atlar Centaur plua high energy 
kick rtrp appeur to b a highly &tractive and ureful launch eystezn for 
accompli8kisg the m€rrion god8 rtrted herein. 
e 
This latter spacecraft 
The 8.turn IB Centaur launch ryrtem i r  capable of injecting orbiter plus 
1rndrr with high rarolutton mapping p ~ c k a g e r  to Mare in all mission opportunities 
including 1971, 1973, and 1975, 
for more sophisticated lander r y r t m s ,  or for multiple lander deployments. 
The relative effectivenerr of the Saturn IB Centaur eystems, however, i s  reduced 
by the greatly hcreaeed cost of t h e  launch system compared to the Atlas based 
b 00 rt s yste ma. 
In fact, additional weight capability is available 
7-3 
a It is  recommended that the Atlas Centaur plus kick stage launch system be utilized €or the f avoratde mission opportunitxes of 1371 and 1973, and that 
consideration be given to the use of Saturn ZE Centaur launch system for the 
unfavorable opportunity of 1975. 
however, will be based upon the results of the earlier missions. 
The requirement for the 1975 mission, 
7 -4 
8 .  GOMGLUSIQNS 
The fctUowing cmciusions were reached from the  ma te r id  presented here*.. 
1. 
2, 
3 ,  
4, 
The evaluation of the martian environmect requires monitoring of the 
interplanetary fields and particles, measurement of the atmosphere of 
Mars,  measurement of the  surface properties in potential landing sites, 
and requires a capability to  perform general mapping augmented by 
detailed photo analysie over areas of interest on the surface (the photo 
-ea.--* G ~ u L u ~ o . o y ~ c e  i I .  
Hence, a lander is mandatory p lus  orbiter photo mappers of high 
resolution €or evaluation of the Mare environment. 
czn, be 2ggwent.d with T V  based on lander systems). 
Preliminarydesignri7dica~e that an orbiter bus weighs approldmat ely 
1 650 pounds, a survivable lander 700 pounds, and a photo mapper 
package €or use  aboard arbitere approximately 400 pounds. Eighty 
pounds of experiment8 a r e  included o r  can be supported on the bus/ 
orbiter, and 56 pounde on the landera; these scientific payloads include 
all priority experiment6 aa defined during prior phases of the study. 
Preliminary designs indicate that a highly effective epacecraft aystem 
can be launched by an Atlas Centaur plus  kick stage booster. 
poeaiblc u e k g  this launch system to inject an orbiter plus lander 
plua high resolution mapper packages in €971 and 1973; however, in 
1375 the payload capability i e  sufficzent t o  h n c h  M arbiter only, 
with intermediate resa lu t im mapper capability, The Saturn IB 
Centaur, can  launch the orbiter-mapper plua lander in all years  and 
may be requited in 1975 depending upon the resuita of the earlier 
mirrioolr, 
It is 
The orbiter bur design rslacted for  use with the  Atlas Centaur plus 
kick rtrge boo& rystem uoem an Earth pointing mode with body fixed 
antenna and solar I L ~ ~ ~ J F E ,  the latter having somewhat reduced output 
becrurer of the orientation mode throughout the duration of the mission. 
A communication capability of 4, OOQ Bit6 per second is available in 
the orbiter h a  system with B 10 watt transmitter and a 9-foot dia- 
meter antenna. A solid re t ro  propileion system was used to place 
the spacecraft in a 2,000 by 20,000 km orbit about Mars ,  which was 
8-1 
selected to give a 50 year lifetime, based on noneontanination conctraints. 
A mono2ropellant midcourse and thrust vector control system was used. 
It was i o m d  that the radioisotope thermal electric power generators 
were not available in adequate quantibes for the orbiterlbus power 
system; the use of solar cells was indicated €or this reason. 
weight of the orbiter bus system is 1,350 pounds including retro for the 
orbiting manewer. 
supported by the orhiter/bus system. 
The total 
Apprarixnatelg 30 paundr a€ experiments a r e  
-- 5 .  lhe  iader ,  w'hich was &signed for the h$dd  3 (19 d E b S 3 )  &r.cs$.ere, 
uses an Apollo-shaped shield, two parachutes (a supersonic and subsonic 
unit), and is des iped  for impact and lateral velocities of 50 fps, with 
1-00 earth g ' s  impact. 
require adchtional shocl: attenuation, 
cannot be removed without the use of elaborate sensing equipment and 
velocity removable techniques. The lander is capable of self-righting 
after touchdown and subsequent tumbling. Approximately 55 pounds or' 
experiments a re  supported by the lander, with data  being relayed back 
to the orbiter by a 200 m c  communication subsystem. 
system is incorporated for mapping during subsonic descent through 
the atmosphere, and for photoanalysis of the surrounding areas after 
touchdown and subsequent activation of the lander system. The tele- 
Selective elements within t hz  lander syster. may 
It was found that t \e drift velocities 
A television 
vision pictures acquired during descent a r e  stored on a tape recorder 
for subsequent transmission to the orSiter spcecraft. 
i 
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APPEMDM k STERJUZATIUM 
A.1 Introduction 
presents a discussion of sterilization procedures for 
the Mars M e r  and bus vehiclee and reflects the impact that sterilization 
will have upon: 
e m e r  rubrysttnn design 
0 The Irurder/bus interface 
blpacetraft hrndliBQ d launch sequence 
0 Luder reparation requbace upon apprudhiag Mars 
The firlrt rcIction dircurrer the rterilieation requirement as well a13 the 
proceruer urd problemr rrrociatsd with rtcrilizing the lander vehicle, 
Specific operational problrsmr are discurred in the second section and de- 
r i p  conrtrmiatr are ruggerted which will rninirnize the importrtance of 
€actors about which them i i  rcisntific untertairrty. The last section prt- 
re&# an operationo plan which outliner the rtcrilitation procedurer to be 
executed during ths variour operational phaser of the Mariner mirrion. 
A, 1,1 &6rUi8rtfon Raquizsmentr 
A i  background for undsrrU.ndhg the impact of the lander sterilization 
requirement on hder/ )ru@ integration, 8 ditcurrion of procedures for 
achieving a rtcrrflcr lurder $8 presented below. 
U b r a t o r y  r W r r  fuve iadicatsd a high probability that dcroorga-  
ah&%8 of srrUlorigia w i l l  iurviva .an 1d;rri. Spacecraft rtarilisation require- 
m e a  tot  ~ a r r  -@ thur rro zmr. aey8rm thra for fig~xtr to  & MOO= or 
Vexmar A par aght god for &e probabiUty of adrtr contamhation by an 
UnrrUaa8b vaMclo i r  plrcad at 10°4, Thio means that any vehicle designed 
to Qatclr &e U r 8  atmorphsre murt be rterilited by a procedure which will  
reduce to tfrs probability of r living organism remaining either on the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  
I 
, 
I 
surface or in the interior of the vehicle. The requirement also means that 
adequate procedures must be implemented to retain this probability through 
launch, flight, and until the vehicle has landed on Mars,  
Consideration must be given to sterilization of the bus as well as the 
The bus used either for flyby or  Mars orbit may enter the lander vehicle. 
Mars atmosphere because of guidance e r ro r s  and orbit decay. 
probabifity of brus contamma * tion and entry into the Mars atmosphere thu8 
The overall 
==& bt ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ =  w:+& +&e ~ o ~ + ~ n ~ + > c ~  g c d  p ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y  hd2i=tedi 
To estimate the probability of contamination an experimentally derived 
kill curve is used. 
population is plotted versus t ime of exposure to a sterilizationprocess, a 
logarithmic relationship generally results as indicated below. 
If the surviving number of organisms of a homogeneous 
1 
Surviving 10- 
Number 
of 
Organisms 
\ 
\ 
\ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
Ekposure to Sterilization 
(linear time uni ts)  
A-2 
Deviation from a logarithmic relationship generally results when 
the original population ie  not homogeneous but contains resistant strains. 
If the logarithmic relationship is extrapolated below unity, the resulting 
relationship carr be used a8 an estimate of the probability that a single 
viable microorganism remaine. 
craft c o w  *on and using the contanuna * t ion probability goal of 
aa -mare period to a given steriLitntian procee~r can be determined as  
&&at p t i d  re@r+d % &+ah 1 pquM5islrl decrease of 10 
9 Thue using 10 as an estimate of space- 
-3 - 
A. I, 2 Stsrilioction P r o ~ e s r e r  
Sert mad radiation are the only two methode of aterimation which 
can achieve internal &I well  81 extererl sterility. 
far the rknpler method and ir leer dprnaeing to materials. 
huterogsnuoua population of d c r o o r g d s m r  to 135OC for 24 hours will 
readt in r deerarm in virble pop~lrtion of 10 . The loo4 probability 
tberuforo caa be o W n d  with hsrt if: 
Of the two, heat is by 
Expornre of a 
13 
0 The origiaal opuhtion of viable microorgrairmr doer 
not exered IO? 
0 All  prttr of the lander and itr rterilizrtion &mud are 
maint~hed at it temperature of 135% for 24 hours. 
To prevent the d t e  of the initial. rnicroorganirm population inside 
9 tha rtclrilisrtioa rhroud f r o m  exceeding 10 involver controlling the source 
of microorgreiuni i 8  well am employing cleaning procedures to reduce 
c-tbn to an accoptabh level, Many prrtr of the M e r  d l  have 
tU b8 rrrclmbSod a d  handle$ in 8 clean room to reduce contamination due 
The number of people -Ut of microbe-bearing prrticlcrr in the air. 
rad thr, aature of the r t e v i t y  in the area, d s o  will have to be controlled to 
reduce the generation of viable particles. 
A=3 
Handling of parts must be controlled to prevent unnecessary handling 
and to minimize ccrntanuna . tion when handling is required. 
transported and stored in closed containers to avoid fallout contamination. 
Finally, a program of systematic monitoring must be implemented to de- 
termine the degree of contamma * tion that exists  on each part o r  assembly. 
Parts must be 
If the co- * 'on level exceed8 predeterrninedgoals, then additional de- 
r_ on--min&ion/ sterilization musf be initiated 
Once the lander has been entirely assembled it must be sealed into 
a sterilization shroud and the entire assembly subjected to dry heat sterili- 
zation. Continuous monitoring will be necessary to make certain that the 
temperature does not drop below 135OC on any part of the craft during the 
24 hour dry heat exposure period. 
Af te r  heating, the sterilization shroud cannot be opened again until 
some time after launch when a l l  sources of contamma * tion have been elimi- 
nated. 
seriously jeopardize the craft 's sterility, and would make r e  sterilization 
necessary. 
A. 2 Problem A r e a s  
Opening the shroud for any reason for any period of time would 
The requirement to produce a sterile Mars lander and to maintain 
a sterile system up to tbe point of Mars entry generates problems of both 
a deeign and an operational nature, Several potential problems areas are 
isolated for discussion in the following sections. 
k 2- 1 Contamination of the Lander f rom the Bus Vehicle 
The possibility of contamination of the sterile lander by organisms 
transferred from the nonsterile bus exists as soon as the sterile shroud 
surrounding the lander is opened for either of the following reasons: 
A-4 
* The sterile shroud might be opened following iqjection into 
a trase-hhrs trajectory to facilitate energy rejection €ram 
l d e r  systems. 
The sterile shroud must be opened to separate the lander 
from the ehroud before lander retrograde. 
Crose contamination occurs when microorganism bearing materials 
liberated €rum the nonmterile bus impinge upon the lander. Material win 
flow con-dy from the rurface of the epacecrpft due to outgassing, evapo- 
r 6. Operation e control jete 
midcourse rockets also are potential sourcer of contamination. Theme 
rnaterfls move outward following trajectories which reflect particle 
velocities, their phyrical charrettriatics and the resulting furces. This 
flux gives rise to 8 very low danrity ffcloudft of material which is roughly 
ceaetered ibout ihe spicecraft. 
Two u p o r u r e  conditione murt be analysed 
rn The U e r  attached ti0 the trur with the aterile shroud 
open but rhisldd fram direct "vieww of the bus by a 
portioa of the asrile rhroud which is left in place 
8 Tha expored lander propelled into i t a  descent trajectory 
through the "cloud" of material emanating from the bus. 
The firclt exposare condition could be coupled with long exposure 
periods if the sterile shroud were opened to facilitate energy rejection from 
the lsnder RTG. The second riturtion will rlwaye occur eince the sterile 
rhroud muit be jetthonod before making the trajectory change which will 
h p c t  tb lrsrdar on Wrr. 
Data are baing collsctsd which will be urcd to  ertiznate the probability 
of lander cwztunfnrtion during each exposure condition. A preliminary 
rurvsy hrr not produced sufficient information to  Quetify an elaborate 
analytical 8ppro8ch. 
ability that the lander will impact material which has originated from the 
A rough calculation auggeete that there is high prob- 
A-5 
bus during lander deboost and descent. 
depends upon the presence of viable organisms in the Intercepted material. 
Because of the sterilizing effect of ultraviolet radiation and hard vacuum 
the mortality rate of microorganisms may be sufflciently high to make the 
probability of cross contamination acceptable low. 
made of this problem. 
must be sought experimentally. 
Whether contamination occurs 
Further analysis will be 
It is probable, however, that a definitive solution 
It is noted that the expanding "cloud" of material originating from 
the bus will also impact the Mars atmosphere. 
this process therefore also would appear to be possible. 
tamination by this process proves to be a serious consideration, then the 
probability of Mars  contamination by vehicles which already have been 
launched may justify reconsideration of the basic sterilization requirement. 
Mars contamination by 
If cross con- 
In the absence of definitive information, an operations plan must be 
developed which will minimize the probability of lander contamination both 
during trans-Mars flight and during the lander separation sequence. 
following thus is proposed. 
The 
The lander is to remain sealed within the sterilization 
shroud until initiation of the lander separation sequence 
near Mars. 
When a portion of the sterilization shroud i a  opened during 
the separation sequence to permit lander checkout and 
separation, no portion of the sterilized lander should 'see" 
an unsterilized surface, i. e,, straight line trajectories 
between sterile and nonsterile surfaces are  to be avoided 
The bus vehicle arid the exterior of the sterilization shroud 
are to be surface sterilizedprior to launch. 
vehicle attitude control jets and propellant are  to be heat 
sterilized.. 
The bus 
Surface coatings used on the bus vehicle should be of a 
self- sterilizing type. 
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A. 2, 2 Tempra-e Control During Sterilization 
Ae noted previously, eterilieation of the lander requires that aU. 
parte of the h d e r  vehicle and eterilization shroud be maintained at f35OC 
for 24 hours, 
a 
It i e  to be emphasized that all lander systems must be a 
aeeembled, checked out a.nd eealed into the sterilization ehroud prior to 
n. The presence af RTG power generating equipment 
oud d e .  c e r o 1  of temperaturcr during sterilication 
$t mig li l - - - i , -  riruuut irru3bzzz. ??zt zt~ztrrre 39 well 48 the structure 
which conaectrr it to the rteriliertion rhroud must be deaiped to provide 
heat trMrf8r path8 so thrt the entire rrrembly may be heated to 135% 
Without creating- local "hot lrpotr" axid without requiring an excessively 
long heatin8 period. Energy generated by the RTG' LI CIA be used to facili- 
tate heating for rteriliortiaa. 
nturt be C O m p 8 t i b h  with thermal control duriag all other phraem of prwnd 
and flight operation, 
Il[owaver, Ut thermal derign for sterilization 
A8 presently conceived tha RTG't will be operated during etcrilita- 
tfon at li temperature high enough 10 thrt their energy m a y  be trulsferred 
out of the rterilitution rhrcud by radiation to  the shroud itrelf. 
tation 8hrOud temperature, of course, wil l  be equal to or exceed 135OC 
du- thir period. 
The eterili- 
Because of the high RTG temperaturea which reerult, 
rpecWl care murt be emrcired k, prevunt overheating adjacent equipment. 
Aa d o g  rtnulrt ioe of &e hrrrf. transfer problem will be ueed for eyetern 
design. Howevc~r, an rcttlll Wrterili8rtiorrH vehicle will be required for 
accurate determination of the ryi tem' I time-temperature histories which 
will be ured to  rpecify the detdlr of the rterilization cycle and the required 
temperature instrumentation. 
A. 2.3 Control of the Pressure Within tire Sterilization Shroud 
A negative pressure difference between the inside and outside of the 
sterilization shroud must be avoided to prevent contamination of the sterile 
lander by leakage of contaminated air into the shroud. 
pressures across the sterilization shroud must be kept small to avoid com- 
plication of the sterilization shroud structure. 
heated to 135OC will give rise to a 5 . 7  psia pressure differential and that 
launch will impose a full atmosphere pressure differential on the shroud 
leads one to consider an active system for controlling the pressure within 
the sterilization shroud. 
shroud at the t h e  the shroud is sealed and must provide a controlled 
differential pressure across the shroud during sterilization, ground han- 
dling and launch. 
shroud heating, withstand temperatures required during sterilization and 
finally supply sterile gas to the interior of the shroud to maintain a positive 
differential pressure during cooling. 
gas to the interior of the shroud to compensate f o r  leakage while the space- 
craft is on *&e ground, but must provide for controlled pressure bleed dur- 
ing launch. 
Further, differential 
The fact that a sealed shroud 
This system must be installed on the sterilization 
During sterilization the system must bleed air from the 
The system further must supply sterile 
A. 2.4 Selection of Temperature Resistant Materials 
Lander components must be capable of undergoing exposure to a 
temperature of f3S°C for 24 hours without serious degradation of their 
performance and reliability. Extensive testing has been done by various 
companies to identify satisfactory mechanical and electrical Components. 
In general, components are  available with which to execute lander design 
and constxuction. One noticeable exception, however, exists. Batteries 
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The aerodyna,dc shroud is next instarfled around the spacecraft and the 
forward section of the shroud is purged with E T 0  to surface sterilize 
exposed eampontrits of the bus vehicle, 
rim of .the sterilization shroud serves to isolate the forward section of the 
aerodynamic rhroud from the aft section which contains the Centaur stage. 
Goadderation murt be given to the fire and explusion hamrd of handling 
ET0 shove LUX filled &ague. 
jurt prior to IS-wh =<*A i P i  p r g s  trf Lhe ET0 from- the aerodynamic 
ebroud With sterile gar conthuing until the t h e  of liftoff. 
A aeal placed a r o d  the outer 
Surface sterilitation of the bus is executed 
To implement there stsrilitation procedures requires launch site 
facilities, including mobile ET0 cterilieing equipment, heat sterilising 
equipment, inrtrumsntation to monitor ET0 concentrations, relative hu- 
miditier, tsmperaturer, etc., and bacteriological laboratories for biological 
control tertiag, When doiryr gareoulr rterilisatdan, biologic81 controls, 
ruch a8 the ure of paper rtripi impregnated with rporer (nsport-8tApen), 
may be required. There paper rtripr may be placed downctream of the 
rteri lhing ahroud where they are easily retrievable for sterility tenting 
in rdditicrn to gar rnalyrir utd humidity rnalyrir. 
a 
Ground mobile cooling 
equipment i r  r h o  required for heat rejection from spacecraft systems 
prior  to &unch, 
Colsrtinuour monitoring md recordiag of rterilieatioe procedures will 
be aecrr8ary lMtil &e mxsent of huach. Tbir will require training of 
t8chrrlCia.m a d  q i r r s e t r  wko will execute and rupervire the rttrilisation 
proceduram. 
Operationa on both the bur and lander at the launch site will be 
accomplished under clean room conditions. 
shoe covcrr, clean room coats, eteri lbed gloves, and surgical type face 
marks, 
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Operators will wear head and 
e 
capable of withstanding dry heat sterilization a re  not available. 
places serious design restrictions upon the lander power system, since 
peak power and emergency power loads must be handled by the primary 
RTG system. 
A. 3 Sterilization Procedures Plan 
This 
Figure A. 1 presents the major sterilization operations and relates 
them to other prelaunch and flight operations. 
assumption that cross contamination is possible during the 1 
tion sequence and hence that portions of the bus must be sterilized. 
impact of this assumption is apparent from the sterilization procedures 
Basic to this plan is the 
The 
Handling of lander components will be controlled to minimize the de- 
gree of contamination of the assembled lander vehicle. Periodic decontarni- 
aation of components may be necessary to meet the Lander coa'tarnimation 
criterion of less than 10 organisms. Following lander chickbut a d  lan- 
dezl/bus interface tests the lander vehicle is installed within the steriliza- 
tion shroud. Any tests or calibration to be performed following this step 
must be performed without direct access to lander components. The lander 
9 
system then is heat sterilized followed by performance verification t e s t s  to 
insure system integrity. 
The bius vehicle attitude control reaction j e ts  and propuision systerns 
*me mparofely manuf;;Lcturcd and steriliscd with dry he 
are integrated into the bus j u s t  prior to mating with the Zander asaembfy. 
rVrpased surfaces of the bus will be decontaminated with ET0 (12 percent 
ethylene oxide and 88 percent Freon- 12) prior to mating with the heat 
sterilized encapsulated lander. 
the spirrecreft will be installed on the Centaur stage and boost vehicle. 
Following mating and interface checkout 
A40 
I 
A. 3.2 Flight Sequence 
I '  
Sterile gases will be vented from the sterilization shroud and aero- 
I 
19 
I 
dynamic shroud during ascent. Following booster burnout, the aerodynamic 
shroud will be jettisoned (-300,000 feet) and the Centaur stage fired to in- 
ject the paylor4 into Earth orbit. 
injects the payload into a trano-bhrs trajectory. 
is  q o r e d  as 800x1 as the asrodpanic  shroud is jettisoned, and hence the 
surface of the bur can become contunbated by Centaur operation. 
degree of burr coatunuu tion howevsr.rhould be acceptably low. 
A second Centaur €iring subsequently 
The ourface of the bus 
The 
The lander i o  maintained within its oterile shroud during flight to  
Mars  and i o  opened only at that point required for lander checkout and 
B epa r ati on. 
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